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Supplement, sure. 1

BY MR. BRANCH:2
Okay.  3

VOIR DIRE DIRECT EXAMINATION BY4
     MS. KOLINCHAK:5

Good morning, Dr. Gur.  6 Q.
Good morning.  7 A.
Can you state your full name and 8 Q.

your current employment? 9
Ruben, R-U-B-E-N, Gur, G-U-R, and 10 A.

I'm a professor at the Medical School, 11
University of Pennsylvania.  12

Can you describe your educational 13 Q.
background? 14

I received my Bachelor's Degree in 15 A.
psychology and philosophy from the Hebrew 16
University of Jerusalem in Israel, and my 17
Master's in Ph.D. in clinical psychology from 18
Michigan State University, East Lansing, 19
Michigan, and did my post-doctoral training 20
at Stanford University, Stanford, California, 21
and the University of Pennsylvania, 22
Philadelphia.  My post-doctoral training was 23
in psychophysiology and neuropsychology.  24

Can you describe your professional 25 Q.
7

experience starting first with any teaching 1
experience or faculty appointments? 2

I'm a professor with tenure at 3 A.
University of Pennsylvania, and my teaching 4
over the years have changed from teaching 5
undergraduate and graduate psychology 6
courses, now I'm teaching more medical school 7
courses and participate in courses offered to 8
medical students and faculty -- and residents 9
and fellows.  Occasionally when I'm 10
interested in it, I will teach undergraduate 11
seminars in specific areas.  12

What courses do you teach at the 13 Q.
medical school? 14

I teach sections of courses.  In 15 A.
the medical school, courses are organized by 16
groups of faculty, and I would teach the 17
section related to brain imaging, especially 18
in humans, and sections related to brain 19
dysfunction in adults.  Undergraduate 20
seminars I teach on brain behavior topics.  I 21
participate in the biological basis of 22
behavior undergraduate major which is one of 23
the largest majors for undergraduates at 24
Penn.  25

8
So would it be fair to say that you 1 Q.

train medical students on topics related to 2
neuropsychology and to brain imaging? 3

Yes.  4 A.
Can you describe your, I guess, 5 Q.

experience related to hospital and 6
administrative appointments? 7

I'm the director of the 8 A.
neuropsychology service at University 9
Hospital. 10

What is the neuropsychology 11 Q.
service? 12

It's the service that provides 13 A.
neuropsychological assessment of people with 14
suspected brain dysfunction and it emphasizes 15
the incorporation of behavioral measures with 16
neuroimaging studies to understand the brain 17
behavior relation of specific disorders.  18

Now, is that separate from the 19 Q.
brain behavior laboratory that you mentioned 20
previously, or is it part of the same thing? 21

It's part of the Brain Behavior -- 22 A.
the Brain Behavior Laboratory is an 23
interdepartmental laboratory, and the 24
neuropsychology service is in the Department 25

9
of Psychiatry.  It's a service offered by the 1
Brain Behavior Laboratory.  2

And are there other things that are 3 Q.
done at the brain behavior laboratory? 4

Most of the work is research.  We 5 A.
participate with several clinical and basic 6
research programs and have joined grants and 7
research projects with both basic and 8
clinical departments throughout the 9
university.  10

Do you have any particular board 11 Q.
specialties or certifications related to your 12
area, your profession? 13

I'm a licensed psychologist, and 14 A.
I'm board certified by the American Board of 15
Professional Psychology in the subspecialty 16
of clinical neuropsychology.  17

What does it mean first to be board 18 Q.
certified? 19

It's a recognition of excellence in 20 A.
the field.  You have to practice for several 21
years in the field before you are eligible to 22
apply for board certification.  And when you 23
apply, you have to undergo examinations, both 24
written and oral examinations.  And if you 25
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10
pass, you become board certified.  1

And you also mentioned the 2 Q.
subspecialty of clinical neuropsychology? 3

Neuropsychology.  4 A.
Are there additional requirements 5 Q.

for a subspecialty, or how does that work? 6
Yes.  You have to show competence 7 A.

in the specific subspecialty of 8
neuropsychology, in addition to showing 9
general competence in the field of applied 10
professional psychology.  11

Have you received any awards, 12 Q.
honors, or memberships in societies related to 13
your profession? 14

I'm -- I have a fellow status in 15 A.
several professional organizations, which is 16
a status recognizing major contributions to 17
the field.  So it's beyond being a member.  18
And these include the American Psychological 19
Association, the American Psychological 20
Society which is more research oriented 21
organization. 22

You anticipated my question.  23 Q.
The American College of 24 A.

Neuropsychopharmacology, or ACNP.  It's a 25
11

limited number of people are selected as 1
members, and you have to have demonstrated 2
research excellence to become a member, and 3
you have to demonstrate leadership in the 4
field to become a fellow.  And I've been a 5
fellow in that society.  6

And who makes the determination of 7 Q.
becoming a fellow in these organizations? 8

You have to apply, and then you 9 A.
have to have at least two fellows who will 10
sponsor your application and write letters on 11
your behalf.  Then there's a committee that 12
reviews credentials and determines 13
suitability for a particular status.  14

So would it be fair to say that 15 Q.
designation as a fellow is a recognition by 16
colleagues in the profession of a demonstrated 17
level of proficiency? 18

Yes.  19 A.
Are there any other professional 20 Q.

societies or scientific societies that you are 21
a member of? 22

I'm a member of the American 23 A.
Association for the Advancement of Science, 24
the International Neuropsychological Society.  25

12
These are the major organizations.  The 1
International Society for Neuroimaging in 2
Psychiatry, the ISNIP.  The Psychiatric 3
Research Society is again a small group of 4
leading investigators in the field.  I think 5
that's -- then the John Morgan Society which 6
you also have to be elected into it.  7

What is the John Morgan Society?  8 Q.
It's an old Penn society of leaders 9 A.

in the field of research in medicine.  10
And that's -- you said that was an 11 Q.

elected membership? 12
Yeah.  13 A.
Do you hold any editorial and/or 14 Q.

advisory positions in publications related to 15
your professional fields, neuropsychology or 16
neuroimaging, brain imaging? 17

Yes.  18 A.
Can you describe those? 19 Q.
I am field editor for The Journal 20 A.

of Brain and Cognition, which means that I 21
get -- I received submissions for manuscripts 22
to the journal, and I'm responsible for their 23
peer review and decision about publication in 24
that journal.  I'm on the editorial board of 25

13
several other journals where I act in a 1
similar role, but it's a bit less extensive 2
than being the field editor of a journal.  So 3
these include The Brain and Language, Social 4
Neurosciences, Journal of Mental Imagery, 5
and -- 6

Any related to neuropsychology?  7 Q.
What is the Archives of Clinical 8
Neuropsychology? 9

The Archives of Clinical 10 A.
Neuropsychology, I was field editor but 11
rotated off and I took the field editorship 12
of Brain and Cognition.  I couldn't do both.  13
I'm also on the advisory board for the NIMH, 14
National Institute of Mental Health.  I just 15
finished a term as a member of the study 16
section, as it's called, that determines -- 17
that provides peer review for grants 18
submitted to NIH and deciding which grants 19
merit funding by the NIMH.  These are 20
four-year appointments.  I just finished one 21
tour.  22

And the journals that you described 23 Q.
being either on the editorial board or field 24
editor, are these all peer-reviewed -- 25
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Yes.  1 A.
-- publications?  2 Q.
Yes.  These are all peer-reviewed 3 A.

publications.  4
I'd like to turn now to your 5 Q.

experience as far as research and studies that 6
you've conducted, particularly related to, I 7
guess, brain dysfunction.  Would that be the 8
same as neuropsychological deficits? 9

Yes.  Yes.  10 A.
And turn first to that and then 11 Q.

second to brain imaging.  12
Okay.  13 A.
So can you describe any studies or 14 Q.

research that you've conducted related to 15
brain dysfunction? 16

I've been doing research on brain 17 A.
dysfunction since the mid '70s, including the 18
development and validation of tests that 19
determine brain dysfunction and the 20
characterization of several populations of 21
patients including Parkinson's disease, 22
epilepsy, stroke, neuropsychiatric disorders 23
such as schizophrenia, major depression; have 24
done work in several other disorders such as 25

15
Alzheimer's disease, sleep apnea, Parkinson's 1
disease.  And that work included the 2
measurement of cognitive profile related to 3
brain function.  So it's a neuropsychological 4
studies of these disorders.  5

And how are these studies funded? 6 Q.
Most of my work was funded by the 7 A.

National Institute of Health, International 8
Science Foundation.  Some of it was funded by 9
foundations such as the Spencer Foundation 10
and the McArthur Foundation.  Some work was 11
funded by pharmaceutical companies including 12
Merck, Eli Lilly, and Astrzeneca.  13

Were the results of these studies 14 Q.
and this research published? 15

Yes.  16 A.
Were they published in 17 Q.

peer-reviewed journals or other journals or -- 18
All the results or studies have 19 A.

been published in peer-reviewed journals.  20
Some of the results that were less important 21
we sometimes publish in book chapters, but 22
most of our work is published in peer- 23
reviewed journals. 24

And did these studies have any 25 Q.

16
component that included either the diagnosis 1
or the treatment of persons with brain 2
dysfunction or cognitive deficits? 3

All these studies dealt with the 4 A.
diagnosis of such individuals, and some 5
studies dealt with treatment.  We have 6
published some work trying to ameliorate 7
deficits following brain damage.  8

And did any of this include 9 Q.
patients with psychosis or schizophrenia 10
spectrum disorders? 11

Yes.  One of the major areas in 12 A.
which we have worked is in schizophrenia and 13
schizophrenia spectrum disorders.  And we 14
have focused on people who have their first 15
presentation.  And so at that point very 16
often it's difficult to establish the 17
exact -- the diagnosis, and these patients 18
need to be followed for sometimes years until 19
it is clear what the diagnosis is.  And with 20
that -- that information is very important to 21
determine how you can predict someone's 22
clinical course based on their initial 23
presentation.  24

I'd like to turn now to studies or 25 Q.
17

research that you've done related to brain 1
imaging.  2

Okay.  As you may know, the whole 3 A.
field of neuroimaging has really started at 4
Penn in 1946 with the development of the 5
first method for doing invito brain imaging, 6
so being able to study the living human 7
brain.  So when I came to Penn, it was at the 8
time when a whole new class of methods for 9
imaging was being developed.  And my research 10
has been very closely linked to these 11
methodologies, and I've been among the first 12
to apply imaging methodologies in order to 13
understand brain behavior relationships both 14
in healthy people and in people with various 15
brain disorders.  That started at around 16
1978. 17

That was my question.  How long has 18 Q.
this brain imaging that you're talking about 19
been available? 20

Right.  So in 1978 Walter Obrist 21 A.
brought to Penn the first instrument for 22
measuring cerebral blood flow in a 23
noninvasive manner in adults, and we were the 24
first to use those methods in order to look 25
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at changes in cerebral blood flow during 1
different types of cognitive activity and 2
showing how abnormalities in activation 3
relate to symptoms of brain disorders.  4

So would it be fair to say that the 5 Q.
neuroimaging or brain imaging area that your 6
research has focused on has related to 7
interrelationship with neurocognitive 8
evaluation for brain functioning evaluations? 9

Yes.  Until we had brain imaging, 10 A.
the only way we could learn about how the 11
brain relates to behavior in humans was to 12
study people who had the misfortune to suffer 13
various brain diseases, especially those that 14
affect a specific area.  So people following 15
a stroke were interesting because you could 16
study what they no longer could do after the 17
stroke.  And then if you can localize the 18
stroke, you can relate the behavior that is 19
deficient to the location of the stroke.  20

With the development of functional 21
imaging methods such as measurement of 22
cerebral blood flow, you could take a healthy 23
person and have them do specific tasks while 24
being -- while blood flow is being measured, 25

19
and that vastly enhanced the speed at which 1
we could learn about how the brain regulates 2
behavior because we could now design tasks 3
that we believed based on lesion data that it 4
should activate a specific brain region and 5
then document whether or not that specific 6
brain region is indeed activated.  This is 7
very important because lesion data can be 8
grossly misleading about the brain system 9
that regulates a behavior.  All you know is 10
that a certain behavior doesn't exist or is 11
deficient.  But from that you can't really 12
tell what component of that behavior has been 13
disrupted by a specific lesion.  14

And it could be that to take the 15
analogy of a brain, when we have someone who 16
has a brain damage, we know they can't doing 17
something.  It's similar to knowing that the 18
train hasn't arrived at Union Station.  19
Right?  But you can't tell from that what, 20
where was the problem, or what it was is 21
there.  Is it a breakdown with the 22
locomotive, is there a problem with the 23
tracks, and was it in what segment of the 24
trip the problem was.  25

20
So with functional imaging, we 1

could go back and check the different 2
component of a particular behavior and find 3
out what brain regions are involved or brain 4
systems are involved in the control of that 5
component, and that helped us understand the 6
consequences of brain lesions.  7

So it's a full feedback process 8
where you start with brain lesions, you do 9
then studies in healthy people, and then in 10
people with brain lesions measuring the 11
actual brain activity, and this way you can 12
learn how the -- what are the brain systems 13
that are involved in regulating different 14
facets of behavior.  15

Okay.  And what have been the 16 Q.
sources of funding for this research in these 17
studies? 18

Similar, the sources have been 19 A.
mostly the National Institute of Mental 20
Health.  21

And have the results of these 22 Q.
studies in this research been published? 23

Yes. 24 A.
And has this been published in 25 Q.

21
peer-reviewed journals? 1

Yes.  2 A.
I'd like to turn just for a minute 3 Q.

to brain development.  Have you done research 4
or studies related to brain development? 5

Yes.  One of our major efforts 6 A.
because we have been introducing new 7
techniques for brain imaging, we don't really 8
know what is normal or abnormal with a new 9
method until we have a sufficient sample of 10
healthy people.  So always in the initial 11
phase, we try to study as many healthy people 12
as possible.  And early on we found out that 13
the brain is not a constant.  It's an organ 14
that keeps developing throughout the life 15
span.  And so we make every effort to collect 16
data on brain structure and brain function 17
across the life span and have done some of 18
the first studies to characterize what 19
happens with healthy aging, what parts of the 20
brain change as one ages, and then also 21
looking at brain development, studying babies 22
from really the moment they're born, 23
especially with the development of methods 24
that are non -- that do not involve ionizing 25
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radiation.  When -- a lot of our methods 1
require exposure to radiation, and so we 2
could not use them with children.  3

And there is an array of newer 4
methods that use magnetic resonance imaging 5
or MRI, and these can be applied to very 6
young babies.  We actually study babies 7
within hours after they were born and 8
following them up as they grow.  9

And when you said newer, how long 10 Q.
has this technology been available to 11
assessing brain development? 12

There's new technology being 13 A.
developed as we speak.  The main methods, 14
however, were available toward the tail end 15
of the '80s.  And MRI became a fully usable 16
method by around 1989, '88.  And in the early 17
'90s, we developed methods for quantitative 18
analysis of the MRI, and they have become 19
established by the mid 1990s.  20

I'd like to turn now to your court 21 Q.
experience.  Have you previously been 22
consulted as an expert in court cases? 23

Yes.  24 A.
And would this be criminal cases, 25 Q.

23
civil cases? 1

Mostly criminal, but several civil 2 A.
cases.  3

And in these criminal cases, have 4 Q.
you been hired by the defense or the 5
prosecution? 6

Both sides. 7 A.
And has this experience included 8 Q.

capital cases? 9
Yes.  10 A.
Have you been qualified as an 11 Q.

expert -- 12
Yes.  13 A.
-- in courts? 14 Q.
Yes.  15 A.
Have these been in state courts, 16 Q.

federal courts? 17
Both.  18 A.
And what different courts have 19 Q.

qualified you as an expert? 20
The California state court and 21 A.

federal, in Maryland, in Delaware, 22
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, District of 23
Columbia.  I believe that's about all the 24
states where I've actually appeared in court.  25

24
Okay.  And in these cases, what 1 Q.

areas of expertise were you qualified in? 2
Neuropsychology and brain imaging. 3 A.
Has any court ever failed to 4 Q.

qualify you as an expert in those fields? 5
No.  6 A.
Have your qualifications as an 7 Q.

expert ever been challenged to your knowledge? 8
No.  9 A.
Or questioned where the Court had 10 Q.

to make the determination? 11
No.  12 A.
Were you involved at all in the 13 Q.

Simmons case in the United States Supreme 14
Court related to juveniles and the death 15
penalty? 16

Yes. 17 A.
Can you describe your involvement 18 Q.

in that case? 19
I submitted an affidavit on a 20 A.

previous case and -- 21
What was the previous case? 22 Q.
It was Toronto Patterson case.  23 A.
Okay.  24 Q.
Which the Supreme Court did not 25 A.

25
reverse but indicated that the kind of data 1
that were presented in my affidavit could in 2
future influence the Court on the issue of 3
executing juveniles. 4

And what was the subject matter of 5 Q.
your affidavit? 6

It was a description of our 7 A.
knowledge on brain development and the age at 8
which major milestones are achieved in the 9
development of the brain. 10

And that was, you said, in the 11 Q.
Toronto Patterson case? 12

Yes.  13 A.
And then?  14 Q.
And then I was asked to help in the 15 A.

preparation of an amicus brief to the Supreme 16
Court where this information was included. 17

And the information you're 18 Q.
referring to is brain development? 19

Brain development, yes.  20 A.
And did you submit an affidavit? 21 Q.
Yes.  22 A.
Was that affidavit used? 23 Q.
I believe so.  Oh, yes, it was used 24 A.

in the amicus brief.  25
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In the amicus brief, okay.  Have 1 Q.

you done any training or presentations or 2
lectures to courts and/or judges or 3
legislators? 4

Yes.  5 A.
Can you describe that, please? 6 Q.
There were several presentations.  7 A.

One was for the judicial training of judges 8
of the District of Columbia Supreme Court.  9

And what sort of training or 10 Q.
presentation did you do? 11

I presented the work on 12 A.
neuropsychology, brain imaging, and brain 13
development, and also some more recent work 14
on the use of functional magnetic resonance 15
imaging in the line of lie detection.  I gave 16
a similar presentation to the San 17
Francisco -- Northern California Supreme 18
Court staff and judges.  I also gave Science 19
101 for congress. 20

When you say Science 101, what was 21 Q.
that?  22

It was a series of lectures to 23 A.
congress on brain behavior, neuroscience and 24
its implications for understanding brain and 25

27
behavior. 1

BY MS. KOLINCHAK:2
Dale, at this point I'm going 3

to tender him if you have any 4
questions related to his 5
qualifications.  And what I'd be 6
tendering on is expertise in the 7
fields of neuropsychology and 8
neuroimaging with particular 9
expertise in the diagnosis and 10
treatment of neurocognitive 11
deficits as well as in the area of 12
brain development. 13

BY MR. BRANCH:14
Let me see if I can get that 15

again.  16
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:17

Okay, expert in the field of -- 18
BY MR. BRANCH:19

Neuropsychology. 20
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:21

And neuroimaging, or I guess 22
brain imaging which would be -- 23

BY THE WITNESS:24
Yes, the same. 25

28
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:1

Okay.  And then I said with 2
particular expertise in the 3
diagnosis and treatment of 4
neurocognitive deficits as well as 5
in the area of brain development.  6

BY MR. BRANCH:7
Okay, that's kind of a handful. 8

BY MS. KOLINCHAK:9
I know.  It's a mouthful. 10

VOIR DIRE CROSS-EXAMINATION BY11
MR. BRANCH:12

First of all, Doctor, you sort of 13 Q.
interchanged some terms.  You teach in the 14
medical school there at the University of 15
Pennsylvania? 16

Yes.  17 A.
Are your students basically those 18 Q.

people attempting to obtain a medical degree 19
as opposed to a psychological degree or a 20
psychology degree? 21

Most of them would be medical 22 A.
students but are also graduate students in 23
neuroscience, physiology, other areas in the 24
medical school.  25

29
Can you just give us a brief 1 Q.

description of the differences in practicing 2
psychology at a Ph.D. level and practicing 3
psychiatry at a board certified level, say? 4

Well, the main difference is that 5 A.
psychiatrists obtain a professional degree, 6
which is the MD; whereas psychologists have a 7
Ph.D., which is a degree that indicates that 8
you have the ability to add knowledge to the 9
existing body of knowledge.  10

What's the difference in the 11 Q.
education of those two professors? 12

MD requires that you complete a 13 A.
certain set of courses and classes and 14
experiences.  A Ph.D., in addition, requires 15
that you write a thesis that is judged to add 16
to the knowledge in the field. 17

Well, medical students go through a 18 Q.
couple years of what?  Physiology and 19
cutting -- cutting open the cadavers and that 20
sort of thing? 21

Right, uh-huh. 22 A.
Does your profession do that or do 23 Q.

you have that sort of -- 24
Yes.  If you want to get a degree 25 A.
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in neuropsychology or neuroscience, you learn 1
the same anatomy courses, especially 2
neuroanatomy. 3

Do you learn it the same way, or is 4 Q.
it mostly out of a book, or is it -- 5

Oh, no.  The classes are mixed.  6 A.
Some of the students there are medical 7
students and some are Ph.D. students. 8

And that was your experience and 9 Q.
your education?  You did that sort of work? 10

Yes. 11 A.
Or took those courses? 12 Q.
During graduate school, yes.  13 A.
These scans that you talk about, 14 Q.

what are the names of those?  Is it MRI, PET 15
scan, that sort of thing? 16

Okay, there are two classes of 17 A.
scans.  One is called structural imaging, and 18
these are scans to evaluate the neuroanatomy, 19
the structure of the brain, the hardware so 20
to speak.  Another class is called functional 21
imaging, and these are methods to study the 22
physiology of the brain, the activity.  MRI, 23
magnetic resonance imaging, is an example of 24
a method for structural imaging.  And 25
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positron emission tomography, or PET, is an 1
example of the method for functional imaging.  2
But there are more methods for either 3
structural or functional imaging.  4

Which methods do you normally use? 5 Q.
Over the years I've used really all 6 A.

of them, but most heavily we use MRI for 7
structural and PET for functional imaging.  8
More recently we're using functional MRI for 9
functional imaging as well.  This is a more 10
recent development. 11

What?  I'm sorry, what was that, 12 Q.
functioning?  13

It's called functional MRI.  It's 14 A.
different from the standard structural MRI in 15
that it gives you information on the 16
physiology, not just the anatomy, of the 17
brain.  But it's a modification of the 18
standard MRI procedure that lets you do that.  19

It's always dangerous for me to 20 Q.
think that I know the meaning of those words.  21
Tell me what the difference is between 22
physiology and structural? 23

Structural?  I think the best way 24 A.
to understand it is in an analogy.  For 25

32
example, artificial brain like a computer.  1
The computer has the hardware, the box in 2
which it sits, the chip that runs the 3
instructions, the hard drive, all the cables 4
that connect the different components, the 5
screen, keyboard.  All these are hardware and 6
these are like the anatomy.  7

The programs that run the machine, 8
that actually make all those components mean 9
something and become active in the 10
appropriate time and do the appropriate 11
function, that's the physiology.  That's more 12
like the physiological imaging or the 13
functional imaging.  Specifically in the case 14
of the brain, all the different components of 15
the brain, the lobes, the structures inside 16
the brain, they can be measured with 17
structural imaging.  And structural imaging 18
can tell you about their integrity.  Are they 19
there?  Sometimes pieces can be missing.  And 20
if they're there, do they have the right 21
volume, the right shape.  So all this falls 22
under structural imaging.  23

But you can have all those pieces 24
in place, and the brain is dead.  In fact for 25

33
several hours after death all the pieces are 1
thoroughly intact, and if you did a 2
structural MRI you would say everything is 3
fine.  But the brain obviously is not 4
working.  And so physiological measures or 5
functional imaging asks how well do the 6
different parts work.  And you can measure 7
the working of the brain.  The brain is 8
essentially an organ that is designed to 9
transmit information, receive information 10
from outside and from inside the body, 11
integrate it and pass it on for parts of the 12
body that need to do something with that 13
information.  14

So for the brain to work, it uses 15
for transmission of information, it uses 16
electrical pulses, literally electrical 17
pulses, the same that run in the electricity 18
wires.  But like electricity, you need energy 19
in order to generate those pulses.  The brain 20
gets its energy by basically burning oxygen.  21
The way it gets the oxygen is from the 22
bloodstream, and it burns it in a process 23
called glycolysis, or glucose metabolism.  So 24
it uses sugar, breaks down the sugar in order 25
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to get the energy to burn the oxygen.  And 1
the brain needs that energy, and we use the 2
chain of energy consumption in the brain in 3
order to look at the integrity of the brain 4
from the functional side in order to 5
determine whether the different parts of the 6
brain work the way they should work.  7

So, for example, with positron 8
emission tomography, we inject a small amount 9
of sugar.  It's synthetic sugar, but it's 10
similar enough to sugar to fool the brain 11
into trying to eat it and burn it.  Those -- 12
this modified sugar is modified so that it 13
can accept radioactive label, and that label 14
is called the positron emitter.  It's a 15
molecule that has excessive positively 16
charged particles, or positrons, and so it's 17
very unstable.  It has to get rid of the 18
excess positrons.  And when it gets into the 19
brain cells, those excess positrons begin to 20
scatter around.  And since they are 21
positively charged, they get attracted to 22
electrons which are negatively charged.  And 23
when a positron and electron collide, they 24
annihilate each other.  And from this 25
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annihilation, there are two light particles 1
that emanate.  It's like the little 2
explosion.  And the light -- the two light 3
particles are in the radioactive, they're in 4
the gamma range.  And fortunately for us they 5
travel exactly 180 degrees apart.  6

So when we surround the head with 7
detectors that are sensitive to those gamma 8
particles hitting them, we look at 9
coincidental hits.  If two electrons that are 10
looking at each other are hit at the same 11
time, we know that there was activity in the 12
plane that connects them.  And since we 13
surround the whole head with those detectors, 14
we can reconstruct a picture of the brain 15
that tells us basically how much sugar went 16
to each part.  And because the amount of 17
sugar that goes to each part is directly 18
proportionate to the amount of activity of 19
that part, we can use that measure to find 20
out whether the different parts of the brain 21
have an adequate amount of physiological 22
activity.  23

I don't think I could pass a test 24 Q.
on that right now.  But let me -- the MRI 25

36
procedure, the structural imaging, is that 1
pretty much an objective type of test that you 2
can do?  I mean, if somebody has a stroke and 3
you do an MRI, you can see that? 4

Yes.  5 A.
With 100 percent accuracy; is that 6 Q.

correct?  Or thereabouts?  Maybe not 100 7
percent.  8

I wish.  Well, the clinical reading 9 A.
of MRI is -- I mean, the MRI itself is 10
totally objective.  It's generated by physics 11
principles, and there are potential errors, 12
there are sources of artifacts.  For example, 13
we assume that the magnetic field in which 14
the head is placed is uniform, and that 15
assumption is not always correct.  You 16
actually have to tune the scanner for each 17
individual to make sure that the magnetic 18
field is really uniform.  But after you go 19
through those steps, the image that you get 20
is totally objective.  It's not influenced 21
by -- you can't make it look any other way.  22

On the other hand, the clinical 23
reading of MRIs is a combination of science 24
and art.  You have to have people who are 25

37
trained extensively, and they get better with 1
experience, and that's why we have daily 2
reading sessions with experienced readers 3
who -- and the medical students and then 4
residents and then fellows, they learn how to 5
read them.  The agreement is not close to 100 6
percent, but it's very respectable.  It's in 7
the high, high 80 percent level.  8

All right.  Let's talk about -- I'm 9 Q.
sorry.  Go ahead, if you weren't finished.  10

But in cases where -- it depends on 11 A.
what you are asked to read.  Everybody very 12
soon very quickly can learn how to detect 13
tumors.  These are the easiest.  It's also 14
fairly easy to detect stroke, especially 15
several days after the stroke occurred, and 16
sometimes several weeks.  It depends on the 17
nature of the stroke.  If it's a hemorrhagic 18
stroke we can see it right away because we 19
can see the blood collection.  Blood has very 20
characteristic signals so it's easy to see.  21
But with occlusive strokes mainly where an 22
artery is occluded and is not supplying a 23
certain area, you may not see anything right 24
away.  You have to wait until that tissue 25
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actually dies, and then you can see it in the 1
MRI.  And so it really depends on the kind of 2
abnormality.  And some abnormalities you 3
can't really detect with clinical inspection 4
of the film because they involve 5
abnormalities in the volume of different 6
structures, and these are very difficult to 7
gauge by eyeballing.  You actually have to 8
measure the volumes.  9

You mentioned several conditions in 10 Q.
this brain dysfunction discussion you had.  11
Parkinson's disease, is that something that 12
would objectively show up on say an MRI or a 13
PET scan? 14

Parkinson's disease is not so easy 15 A.
to see on the MRI except when it's quite, 16
quite advanced and you begin to see the 17
actual destruction of striatal tissue.  But 18
until that stage, MRI is not very 19
informative.  The PET scan would show 20
abnormalities more readily. 21

How about epilepsy? 22 Q.
Epilepsy is similar in that there 23 A.

is about 40 to 50 percent of patients where 24
you can actually see a structural lesion.  25

39
But still at least half and perhaps more than 1
half of people with epilepsy do not have a 2
detectable structural lesion that you can 3
identify with clinical reading.  And then in 4
those patients you need to do a PET scan and 5
neuropsychological evaluation.  In order to 6
do surgery in a case of someone with 7
epilepsy, you need to have three converging 8
data to point to a specific region that you 9
want to take out, and there are five measures 10
that you can apply.  And if three of them 11
agree, then you will go for that part.  And 12
the measures that are applied are MRI, PET, 13
electrophysiology, neuropsychological.  14

So if you have the 15
neuropsychological data pointing to a lesion, 16
say, in the left temporal lobe and the PET 17
shows a lesion of reduced activity in the 18
left temporal lobe, and the electrophysiology 19
shows a focus in the left, then you cut the 20
left.  21

The MRI, if the MRI and PET and 22
neuropsyche show or if the MRI and 23
electrophysio -- so any combination of three 24
of those showing the same, that would serve 25

40
as a basis for surgery.  1

And how do you do a 2 Q.
neuropsychological examination? 3

You take what is called a battery 4 A.
of tests.  And the tests were selected 5
because they are sensitive to damage in 6
specific brain regions.  So over the years 7
the clinical experience we learn that if 8
there is a lesion, for example, in the third 9
frontal convolution of the left hemisphere, 10
then people who have lesions in that area 11
have reduced speech output.  They just have 12
difficulty talking.  They will use very 13
sparse language and, in extreme cases the 14
language output will go down to a vocabulary 15
of maybe 10, 15 words that they will use.  So 16
when we look at -- we measure verbal fluency, 17
and that tells us about the integrity of that 18
part of the brain.  19

People who have lesions in another 20
part of brain have difficulties focusing 21
their attention.  They may, for example, 22
neglect an entire visual field.  They can 23
only pay attention to things that happen on 24
the right side and completely ignore things 25

41
that happen on the left.  And so we have 1
measures of hemi attention and how much 2
attention you could pay to different parts of 3
your visual field.  And if we find that there 4
is a significant reduction in attention to 5
one hemifield, we can conclude that there is 6
some problem in that part of the brain, in 7
the right parietal and so on.  8

And so the battery includes tests, 9
each designed to look at the integrity of the 10
brain system.  And in healthy people, most 11
measures will be about equal.  But if you 12
find someone who is, for example, average in 13
a bunch of functions but all the tests that 14
look at the particular brain region show 15
deficit, then you can conclude that there is 16
a lesion in that area.  17

These neuropsychological tests are 18 Q.
all done by professionals who give written 19
tests or visual observations or verbal 20
communication and not with a machine of some 21
sort?  Is that generally correct? 22

It's done with the help of 23 A.
machines.  Some of them more than others.  24
Some tests you don't need a machine.  For 25
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example, to look at verbal fluency, a test 1
will be, I'll ask you, like, here you have 2
one minute, please tell me all the words that 3
you can come up with that start with C and 4
end with F, or just start with C, a standard 5
test like that.  So that doesn't require a 6
machine beyond a stopwatch.  7

But, for example, to look at the 8
ability to pay attention, you have tests that 9
are generally called continuous performance 10
tests or CPT that requires a computer or some 11
device.  We had those tests even before we 12
had a lot of computers, but this was 13
electronically set, so it will flash numbers 14
at you, for example, and your job is to push 15
the button every time the number nine appears 16
after the number seven.  So you have to look 17
and keep looking and then every once in a 18
while you push a button.  But this machine 19
will record how many times you missed the 20
signal, how many times you pushed when there 21
wasn't, when you weren't supposed to, and 22
what was your precise response time.  23

And so either with frontal or 24
parietal damage, these are the two parts that 25
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participate in that task.  We show different 1
deficits depending on whether it's 2
predominantly frontal or predominantly 3
parietal.  And you can do that under 4
different conditions.  One condition, we just 5
look at flashes, another condition we have 6
distractions with other numbers flashing next 7
to it.  So this is an example of a 8
neuropsychological test that requires an 9
instrument.  10

And there are about half of the 11
tests that can be done without instruments 12
and have that require instruments.  13
Dynamometer, for example, look at the 14
strength of your grip.  That's very important 15
to assess the motor part of the brain.  16
That's an instrument.  We use finger tapper.  17
We ask people to tap on a key as fast as they 18
can and we give them time periods with the 19
right hand and the left hand to look at motor 20
speed, so that requires an instrument, a 21
tapper.  22

Over the years, especially with our 23
work with function imaging, we developed 24
fully computerized procedures for 25

44
neuropsychological assessment, and we 1
published those in 2001.  And this 2
neuropsychological assessment is done totally 3
with a computer.  4

Is this something in common use in 5 Q.
the field of psychology? 6

Yeah.  Yes, sir.  7 A.
Most any psychologist with a Ph.D. 8 Q.

would use this kind of test then? 9
Well, if they are properly 10 A.

educated. 11
Now, let's see.  You also mentioned 12 Q.

schizophrenia, depression, and let me throw in 13
another one, post -- PTSD, post-traumatic 14
stress disorder?  15

Yes.  16 A.
Can those conditions be diagnosed 17 Q.

with an MRI? 18
I think there is a bit of a 19 A.

misunderstanding.  The diagnosis is always a 20
combination of factors that you consider and 21
then you come up with a diagnosis.  No single 22
instrument is diagnostic in that way.  So 23
like a thermometer, for example, doesn't 24
directly tell you whether you have 25
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temperature, and then you have to look at 1
other things.  Does the patient -- how high 2
is the temperature?  Does the patient also 3
have upper respiratory problems?  Does the 4
patient have -- so if you put a combination, 5
you look at blood pressure, you look at heart 6
rate, you look at a bunch of diagnostic 7
parameters and the doctor, the physician, 8
puts it all together and comes up with a 9
diagnosis.  So -- 10

Is that true of a PET scan too? 11 Q.
Yes.  PET scan is a source of 12 A.

information.  It doesn't give you a diagnosis 13
out of the machine.  It gives you an 14
important piece of information that can help 15
with the diagnosis.  And that's true for PET, 16
it's true for MRI, it's true for EEG, it's 17
true for any of those procedures.  18

Now, Doctor, I think you've said 19 Q.
that a lot of your work is research.  20

Yes.  21 A.
Do you -- as part of that research, 22 Q.

do you have a patient load where you take on 23
patients and examine them and treat them? 24

Most of my work is research, but I 25 A.
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do have one day a week where I'm responsible 1
for the clinic.  So I will see the patients 2
that come to the clinic to be evaluated, I'll 3
supervise the fellow or the resident or the 4
medical student who does the evaluation and 5
interview the patient and come up with a 6
diagnosis.  And if treatment is indicated -- 7
I do less treatment.  I'm mostly involved 8
with the diagnosis part.  9

Are you licensed to prescribe drugs 10 Q.
for these conditions in Pennsylvania? 11

No.  The prescription of drugs is 12 A.
something that the MDs do. 13

How do you -- 14 Q.
The military psychologists can 15 A.

prescribe drugs, but I'm not in favor of 16
that. 17

What treatment modalities do you 18 Q.
practice? 19

The main treatment modality that we 20 A.
use, and I don't do a lot of it myself, but 21
our lab has a couple of experts in this area.  22
It's called cognitive remediation.  And that 23
is applied to people with brain damage 24
following any kind of head injuries or 25
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stroke.  And that involves teaching 1
alternative strategies to compensate for 2
parts of the brain that no longer work.  Like 3
they say, there are several ways to skin a 4
cat.  There's always more than one way to do 5
something, and usually a destruction of a 6
brain structure stops or makes more difficult 7
to do it in one way, but then you develop 8
strategies to use other ways.  9

For example, a lesion in the left, 10
as I mentioned, left frontal convolution 11
would make speech output very sparse.  But it 12
turns out that these same patients can sing 13
fine.  So you basically teach them to sing 14
what they want to say and then slowly take 15
out the music from what they are saying, and 16
that's how they learn to become more fluent 17
even though that part that produces speech is 18
damaged.  19

How do you treat, say, 20 Q.
schizophrenia? 21

Schizophrenia you have to treat 22 A.
quite aggressively using both medication and 23
behavioral measures.  We find that cognitive 24
behavior therapy are called -- also known as 25
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CBT, is extremely effective in schizophrenia 1
in combination with the use of antipsychotic 2
medication.  And that's the main modality, 3
behavioral modality that we use.  4

Medication alone is not going to 5
work -- is not working, and CBT alone can be 6
difficult if the patient is too psychotic to 7
comply.  So the medication helps them settle 8
down enough so they can benefit from the CBT. 9

I wrote down one of your answers 10 Q.
about schizophrenia.  You said -- as I recall, 11
you said that it takes sometimes five or more 12
years, many years to even diagnose a situation 13
of schizophrenia; is that correct? 14

That can happen.  Now, that's not 15 A.
usually the case.  In most cases you can make 16
the diagnosis by readily, even within a few 17
hours sometimes.  18

Just by an interview? 19 Q.
Just by interview and history.  In 20 A.

every patient that we study that we evaluate, 21
we obtain extensive records.  We obtain 22
school records, we obtain medical records and 23
history from the patient and family members.  24
We then interview the patient using both 25
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unstructured and structured interview 1
procedures.  And usually they're interviewed 2
by more than one persons.  And then we have a 3
consensus conference of the clinical staff 4
and we go over all the information and come 5
up with a tentative diagnosis.  Now, there's 6
some requirements for the meeting diagnostic 7
criteria that cannot be met immediately.  For 8
example, in order to receive a diagnosis of 9
schizophrenia, the symptoms must be present 10
for at least six months.  So if we see 11
someone who just had their first breakdown, 12
we cannot make a diagnosis by definition.  We 13
have to wait six months to see that the 14
symptoms continue and then we can make it.  15

You can't make schizophrenia 16
diagnosis, but everything else suggests that 17
its schizophrenia, then the diagnosis is 18
schizophrenia form disorder, and that's a 19
presumptive diagnosis until you have the 20
information in follow-up.  21

Does your license encompass the 22 Q.
right to do these imaging tests or does 23
somebody else have to do that? 24

It depends by what you mean by do.  25 A.
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I supervise them.  1

That's probably not a good 2 Q.
question.  Let me try it again.  3

If somebody came in to get a PET 4
scan, do they come to your clinic and you 5
actually do the PET scan? 6

What will happen is that they will 7 A.
come to my clinic or to other clinics and if 8
we determine that there is a need for a PET 9
scan, then I would refer them for a PET scan.  10
Then they will go to the PET center that will 11
do -- now, PET is a routine clinical 12
procedure.  In the olden days I used to have 13
to be there for every study so that the study 14
could actually be done.  But now it's quite 15
routine and there are technologies that do it 16
and more junior faculties who are familiar 17
with the procedure, and so I don't have to be 18
there for the study.  19

With MRI, again, it depends on 20
whether we're using standard procedures such 21
as just a straight structural MRI study, then 22
again they know the protocol.  It's called a 23
Gur protocol and they know to push it and the 24
thing will run, and I don't need to be there.  25
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But if there is a newer method that has to be 1
implemented, then I usually go to the scan 2
and do the scan myself.  3

There are some new procedures like 4
diffusion tensor imaging that are especially 5
useful with white matter disease such as 6
Parkinson's.  And these are quite complicated 7
and not really -- can't be really run off the 8
shelf.  You have to make sure everything is 9
working the way it should, and you have to 10
pay attention very much to the field 11
inhomogenating.  12

What does that mean? 13 Q.
As I mentioned, we assume that the 14 A.

magnetic field is homogeneous throughout.  15
And with this procedure where you -- I'll be 16
happy to explain it -- 17

That's okay.  I don't think we need 18 Q.
that.  19

But we're getting far afield.  It's 20 A.
especially important to make sure that it is 21
and so I like to be there.  22

Let's move over to another area, 23 Q.
Doctor.  You said you had fairly extensive 24
court experience.  25
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I wouldn't call it fairly 1 A.

extensive.  I mean, I do medical-legal 2
consultation.  We have a service part of the 3
neuropsychology service, and I also do some 4
within what we call one day in seven which is 5
Penn lets its faculty engage in this kind of 6
consultation one day out of seven.  7

Approximately how many death 8 Q.
penalty cases have you been retained to 9
testify? 10

Over the years?  11 A.
Yes, sir.  12 Q.
I'd say a total of about 40.  13 A.
And have you ever been retained by 14 Q.

the state or federal government, the 15
prosecution side to testify? 16

Yes. 17 A.
And can you give me an example of 18 Q.

that? 19
Well, the case of Congressman 20 A.

Mezvinski who embezzled ten million dollars 21
from France.  22

I'm talking about capital cases.  23 Q.
No.  24 A.
Death penalty cases? 25 Q.
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No. 1 A.
You've never testified for the 2 Q.

State in death penalty cases? 3
No.  They didn't seem to be 4 A.

interested in finding out about brain damage.  5
Do you have any personal feelings 6 Q.

on the appropriateness of the death penalty? 7
Yes. 8 A.
And what would that be? 9 Q.
I think the death penalty is 10 A.

appropriate for some -- in some situations 11
where the crime is especially heinous and 12
premeditated, in that way.  13

BY MR. BRANCH:14
All right, that's all I have.  15

Thank you, Doctor.  16
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:17

I guess I should ask you all 18
does anyone need a break?  19

BY MR. BRANCH:20
Yeah, we could do that. 21

(At this time a recess was taken.) 22
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:23

In conjunction with that part 24
of the testimony, I just wanted to 25
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designate, I guess, Deposition 1
Exhibit No. 1.  This is a copy of 2
Dr. Gur's curriculum vitae.  3

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:4
Dr. Gur, I wanted to turn now to 5 Q.

your involvement in the case of Jessie 6
Hoffman.  When were you first contacted or 7
when did you first become involved in this 8
case? 9

I believe it was after I gave a 10 A.
talk to -- in a conference of lawyers and Mia 11
LeBoeuf was present there.  12

Maybe Mia de St. Victor and Denise 13 Q.
LeBoeuf? 14

I'm sorry, Denise was there.  15 A.
Denise LeBoeuf was there.  And she came to me 16
after that and there I emphasized the need to 17
understand the genetics of schizophrenia and 18
described two projects that we have in 19
collaboration with a total of 18 universities 20
where we collect family data or we get blood 21
samples for genetic analysis and neuropsyche 22
data on one set of projects.  23

In genetics, it's very important to 24
look at the homogeneous samples.  So there's 25
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one big project looking at Caucasians, and 1
there's a second big project looking at 2
genetics of schizophrenia among African 3
Americans.  And so we are looking for 4
so-called multiplex families, families where 5
there is more than one individual with 6
schizophrenia.  7

And she told me she became involved 8
in a case where she thought there are 9
multiple cases of schizophrenia in the 10
family, and I said I would be very interested 11
in studying them.  And we actually have funds 12
to go travel to find and study those people 13
everywhere in the world if necessary.  So I 14
basically gave her the information and 15
encouraged her to try to enlist the help of 16
the family in studying the family.  And she 17
came back and said actually, you know, the 18
member of the family is on trial or has been 19
convicted and we can -- if I could evaluate 20
him as well.  And that will become part of 21
the legal proceedings.  And so I said I could 22
do that.  23

So I came down -- 24
So she asked you to evaluate -- 25 Q.
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She asked me to evaluate him, and 1 A.

she had several questions that she wanted me 2
to answer. 3

And were you also provided with 4 Q.
records? 5

Yes.  Then I explained the kind of 6 A.
records we need and she sent records on the 7
history of the case and as much as she had 8
about different family members and their 9
status.  10

And did she send you medical 11 Q.
records related to -- this was to evaluate 12
Jessie Hoffman? 13

Yes. 14 A.
Did she send you medical records? 15 Q.
Yes.  16 A.
Related to him, school records, 17 Q.

those sorts of things? 18
Yes. 19 A.
And then you mentioned referral 20 Q.

questions.  21
Yes.  22 A.
Were there specific referral 23 Q.

questions that you were asked? 24
Yes.  I was informed she had four 25 A.
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specific questions which I was able to answer 1
after I interviewed Mr. Hoffman.  2

Do you remember those questions, or 3 Q.
would it be helpful to refer to your report -- 4
or let me ask you this:  Did you prepare a 5
report in conjunction with the work that you 6
did on Jessie Hoffman's case? 7

Yes, I did.8 A.
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:9

I'm handing Dr. Gur a copy of 10
his report dated December 9 of 11
2003.  And for purposes of the 12
deposition, I'll mark it 13
Petitioner's Exhibit No. 2.  14

EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:15
Dr. Gur, you had just stated that 16 Q.

you had been asked some referral questions? 17
Yes. 18 A.
And what were those referral 19 Q.

questions? 20
Question No. 1 was, "Does Mr. 21 A.

Hoffman have a neuropsychological deficit; 22
and, if so, is it of the kind associated with 23
psychosis or with other forms of brain 24
dysfunction?"  25
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Okay.  And what was the second 1 Q.

question?  2
The second is, "Was Jessie 3 A.

Hoffman's brain likely to be fully matured at 4
age 18 and two months?"  5

And what was the third question:  6 Q.
"What, in your opinion, was the 7 A.

effect of Mr. Hoffman's age and 8
neuropsychological deficits, if any, on his 9
capacity to make mature judgments, control 10
impulses, consider consequences, and perform 11
abstract reasoning?"  12

Okay.  And I'll turn to how you 13 Q.
reached your conclusions in a moment.  But did 14
you endeavor to answer these referral 15
questions? 16

Yes. 17 A.
And were you ultimately able to 18 Q.

answer those questions? 19
Yes.  20 A.
And what were the conclusions that 21 Q.

you reached? 22
Regarding the first question, I did 23 A.

some limited testing using the computerized 24
battery, and these tests revealed signs of 25
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brain damage.  So I recommended a 1
comprehensive neuropsychological evaluation 2
using standard procedures that are applied 3
throughout the field and more comprehensive 4
than my own testing.  I also recommended, in 5
order to establish the presence of brain 6
damage, to perform neuroimaging studies.  7

But based on my own evaluation 8
interview and testing, I concluded that there 9
is a high likelihood of brain damage in Mr. 10
Hoffman's case, and I've seen behavioral 11
signs that are consistent with people who are 12
in an evolution of schizophrenia.  13

Okay.  And we'll get to sort of the 14 Q.
breakdown of the basis for your conclusions in 15
a moment.  But you were able to answer that 16
question and, in addition, you recommended 17
some testing -- 18

Yes.  19 A.
-- to sort of further confirm or 20 Q.

rule out what you were seeing? 21
Yes, exactly.  22 A.
And then related to the second 23 Q.

question regarding brain maturation, were you 24
able to answer that question? 25
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Yes.  That question is not too 1 A.

difficult to answer.  Based on all the 2
evidence that we have, which I have recently 3
summarized in a paper that just was published 4
about a year ago, brain maturation is not 5
complete until around -- especially males, 6
there is about a two to three year difference 7
in the rate of maturation between males and 8
females.  9

And, again, we can get to sort of 10 Q.
the detail on the bases for your conclusions 11
in a moment.  12

But the main, bottom line is that 13 A.
for males especially brain maturation is not 14
complete until around sometime between age of 15
21 and 23.  So it's certainly not complete by 16
the age of 18, even 18 and two months.  17

And you also answered the third 18 Q.
question as well related to the effect of Mr. 19
Hoffman's age and neuropsychological deficits 20
on his capacity? 21

Yes.  22 A.
And what was your conclusion there? 23 Q.
That especially in the case of Mr. 24 A.

Hoffman, there are signs that his brain is 25
61

not normal, its development has not been 1
normal, and the symptoms that he displayed 2
included severe symptoms of the kind that you 3
see in schizophrenia.  I didn't have enough 4
time and, you know, to really firm up a 5
diagnosis and felt that a referral to a 6
psychiatrist for whom this is the main line 7
of work would be appropriate.  But I've seen 8
signs and symptoms of schizophrenia, and 9
these would further compromise someone's 10
ability to make appropriate judgment.  The 11
judgment is made by a part of the brain that 12
takes in all the information and reaches a 13
conclusion that is appropriate to the 14
context.  15

And in the case of psychosis, the 16
information that is obtained by that part can 17
be corrupted, and so the conclusions and the 18
decisions are therefore corrupted themselves 19
and inappropriate and likely to be 20
dysfunctional.  21

I'd like to turn now to the actual, 22 Q.
the bases for the conclusions you reached 23
starting with the first conclusion which 24
related to the question on neurocognitive 25
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deficits.  1

Yes.  2 A.
And I guess start with you did a 3 Q.

clinical evaluation of Mr. Hoffman? 4
Yes.  5 A.
Back in 2003?  Were there any 6 Q.

behavioral observations or anything -- or I 7
guess maybe we should start before that with 8
what it was you did to go about making your 9
diagnosis or answering these questions? 10

Initially?  11 A.
Yes.  12 Q.
I reviewed the records, and I was 13 A.

impressed by the large number of people in 14
Mr. Hoffman's family who suffered severe 15
mental illness including schizophrenia and 16
schizophrenia spectrum disorders.  So -- 17

What -- can I ask what was the 18 Q.
significance of that from your perspective? 19

Okay.  It turns out that 20 A.
schizophrenia is highly genetic.  At the same 21
time, it is also absolutely clear that it's 22
not genetic in the simple, what is called 23
Mendelian sense, M-E-N-D-E-L-I-A-N.  It's 24
after Mendel who first discovered principles 25
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of genetics based on plant -- essentially 1
genetics of plants.  How do you make yellow 2
roses and red roses?  By mixing different 3
types of roses.  And his work identified 4
specific genes that code for very specific 5
traits.  6

And some illnesses are transmitted 7
in that simple fashion.  An important big 8
example is Huntington's disease.  9
Huntington's disease is caused by a specific 10
gene.  And if you carry that gene, you will 11
get the disease.  And if you don't carry that 12
gene, you will not get the disease.  It's as 13
simple as that, and it's a very specific 14
gene.  And even though you may look normal 15
and you may have normal development, if I 16
know that you carry this gene, I know -- I 17
can tell you that you better plan your life 18
to end, you know, all aspects of making 19
reasonable decisions, by around age 40, 45, 20
because that's when you will have it and 21
there is absolute certainty that you will 22
have it.  23

It turns out that this is an 24
exception.  Most diseases are not like that.  25
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Although obviously if you look at the -- if 1
you tried to find a genetic substrate for 2
disease, first you try to find something like 3
that.  Because once you find it, you know, 4
it's terrific.  You know exactly what you 5
have and how to prevent it and how to deal 6
with it.  7

But it turns out that a lot of 8
diseases don't behave like that.  So a good 9
example is heart disease.  The cardiologists 10
have been fishing for a gene that codes for 11
heart disease, and we're unsuccessful.  12

What about -- because you had 13 Q.
mentioned this schizophrenia, how -- what's 14
the genetic significance of family members 15
with schizophrenia? 16

So what we know is that genetics 17 A.
cannot explain 100 percent.  Because even if 18
you have an identical twin with 19
schizophrenia, your chances are fifty-fifty 20
of having it as well.  So that's 21
considered -- identical twins have an 22
identical genetic makeup.  And so if the 23
disease is fully -- is just simple genetic, 24
then whatever one twin has, 100 percent of 25
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the other twin will have.  But in the case of 1
schizophrenia, it's only 50 percent, so it's 2
not -- it's not entirely simple genetics.  3

But if you remember what is the 4
base rate of schizophrenia, schizophrenia 5
happens in 1 percent of the general 6
population.  So one out of a hundred people 7
will have schizophrenia worldwide.  If you 8
have a sibling with schizophrenia, your 9
chances double.  If you have a parent with 10
schizophrenia, your chances double.  If you 11
have both parents with schizophrenia, your 12
chances are almost as high as having an 13
identical twin with schizophrenia.  And the 14
more people in the extended family who have 15
schizophrenia, the higher the probability is 16
for you to get it.  17

And so having a lot of people in 18
the family with schizophrenia makes it a 19
higher probability that you will have 20
schizophrenia or one of the spectrum 21
disorders of it.  22

And am I understanding what you're 23 Q.
saying is that in your review of medical 24
records or other records in Jessie Hoffman's 25
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family, or reports prepared by other 1
experts -- or where did you get that 2
information, I guess, is the -- 3

I got many narratives describing 4 A.
different family members and from that we 5
could construct a genetic chart that showed 6
that a lot of affected people in both 7
paternal and maternal side, and the mother 8
herself seems to have suffered from psychosis 9
which looks like a schizophrenia spectrum 10
disorder.  11

And are you aware of the existence 12 Q.
of records that document those diagnoses? 13

Yes.  14 A.
Now, what -- ultimately, I guess -- 15 Q.

what is the significance as far as Jessie 16
Hoffman -- am I understanding you to say that 17
it increases the likelihood that he would 18
develop schizophrenia, be vulnerable to 19
schizophrenia or how is that -- 20

Vulnerable is the right word.  21 A.
That's the technical word that is being used.  22

Is it a genetic vulnerability? 23 Q.
It's a genetic vulnerability.  So 24 A.

as I mentioned with heart disease, you don't 25
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have a gene coding for heart disease but what 1
cardiologists found is that there are traits 2
that are measurable, they're not obviously 3
seen to the naked eye.  You'd need to do 4
something to measure them.  But that they 5
relate to vulnerability to heart disease.  6
And these include measures such as 7
cholesterol level, blood pressure, heart 8
rate, sugar levels, Type A personality, 9
people who sort of carry the weight of the 10
world on their shoulders, they're very 11
anxious and nervous and perfectionists, and 12
they tend to take on big jobs and 13
responsibilities, and that turns out to be 14
under genetic control.  Smoking is also under 15
considerable genetic control.  16

So if you have the genes that code 17
for likelihood for high cholesterol, high 18
blood pressure, high sugar levels, smoking, 19
Type A personality, you have those genes and 20
you don't do anything about them, again, 21
environment is important because you can have 22
all those genes and counter their effect by 23
having a low cholesterol diet, exercising to 24
reduce your blood pressure, not smoking, not 25
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taking on highly responsible and stressful 1
occupation.  So if you do all those things, 2
you can have all the genes for heart disease 3
and you will not develop it.  You won't get 4
it.  5

And is that similar for 6 Q.
schizophrenia? 7

Schizophrenia is exactly the same.  8 A.
The question is what is cholesterol for 9
schizophrenia?  What kinds of measures can we 10
obtain that will be analogous to cholesterol, 11
that will be analogous for schizophrenia the 12
way cholesterol is for heart disease.  13

And so that's the genetic 14 Q.
vulnerability.  Is there anything else in 15
development that would be significant for you 16
to look at either prenatal or -- 17

Yes.  It turns out that in the case 18 A.
of schizophrenia, the genetics are not 19
enough.  You need to have some stressful 20
events, stressful environment.  And the best 21
as we can tell, that stress has to happen 22
sometime during the second trimester of 23
pregnancy.  There are several studies, large 24
scale studies that documented the association 25
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between abnormal stressful events during the 1
second trimester of pregnancy and the 2
emergence of schizophrenia in the products of 3
those pregnancies.  4

A classical study was done in 5
Holland.  During World War II the Germans 6
starved the entire Dutch population for 7
several months and it turns out that 18 years 8
later there was an outbreak of schizophrenia.  9
And it was directly linked to women who were 10
malnourished during the second trimester of 11
pregnancy.  Their offspring had a huge 12
increase in the incidence of schizophrenia.  13
But this is just one study.  There are 14
several studies.  So not just malnutrition, 15
but, for example, flu during the second 16
trimester can increase the chances of the 17
offspring having schizophrenia and other 18
stresses during that time.  19

Was there any -- 20 Q.
Alcohol consumption in the mother 21 A.

can also be related.  22
Was there anything in your review 23 Q.

of the records that were provided or the 24
history that was provided significant related 25
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to what you're talking about there with 1
prenatal development? 2

Yes.  From the record it seemed 3 A.
that Mr. Hoffman's mother, to say the least, 4
was not especially well cared for during her 5
pregnancy with him; that she did suffer from 6
inadequate nutrition at that time and did not 7
stop her use of substances.  And these are -- 8
both of these can be devastating to the 9
developing embryo.  10

Was there any evidence of any 11 Q.
seizures or anything like that in her -- well, 12
first in her medical history and then, second, 13
during the relevant time? 14

There's evidence for both.  And 15 A.
seizures are also traumatic to the -- a 16
pregnant woman should avoid seizures if at 17
all possible because seizures are accompanied 18
by lack of oxygen to the brain, including the 19
brain of the fetus.  And lack of oxygen can 20
literally kill cells.  And if it happens 21
during a critical stage of development, it 22
can have devastating long-range consequences.  23

In general, the effects of any 24
trauma are more severe when you are dealing 25
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with a developing organism.  Because when an 1
organism is developing, for example, an 2
embryo, the cells are dividing at a very fast 3
rate.  And the division of cells has to be 4
done under ideal circumstances, because a lot 5
of things can go wrong.  And if there's 6
disruption there, you can end up with severe 7
long-term consequences.  That's why we do not 8
do any radioactive studies in pregnant women.  9
The danger in radioactivity is that the 10
isotopes that go through the body can 11
change -- can change the composition of 12
cells.  And when that happens during their 13
division, it will produce anomalies in the 14
chromosomal structure and can create what we 15
see coming out, literally freaks that would 16
be like the example of the thalidomide 17
babies.  That sort of thing can happen if the 18
mother is exposed to radiation during 19
pregnancy.  20

So related to what you were looking 21 Q.
at here, the relevance of this information 22
would be looking for potential sources of 23
trauma during the second trimester? 24

Trimester, yes.  25 A.
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And whether or not -- now, that 1 Q.

doesn't -- that's not outcome determinative, 2
is it?  I mean, you can't say, well, there was 3
trauma here and schizophrenia, do you look at 4
that as a potential relevant piece of 5
information to consider? 6

Yes, it's relevant.  At this point 7 A.
it's statistical.  You cannot really say 8
about a specific individual that a specific 9
traumatic event during a second trimester is 10
what caused schizophrenia, but it's a 11
contributory factor.  12

And so if I understand it, you saw 13 Q.
information or you saw evidence of potential 14
sources of trauma that could be relevant and 15
that are important in looking at whether 16
someone has these vulnerabilities -- 17

Yes.  18 A.
-- to schizophrenia? 19 Q.
Exactly. 20 A.
So you mentioned the genetic 21 Q.

vulnerability and then the -- 22
Stressor.  23 A.
-- stressors in -- I guess in 24 Q.

utero? 25
73

Yes.  1 A.
And then I guess I want to -- so 2 Q.

then Jessie is born.  3
Uh-huh (affirmative response.)4 A.
And there are these two things that 5 Q.

are relevant.  Is there anything -- because 6
you mentioned earlier that someone could have 7
this vulnerability and then maybe go through 8
life and never develop -- 9

That's right.  10 A.
-- schizophrenia.  Is there 11 Q.

anything significant that you look at as far 12
as their life? 13

Well, one of -- it turns out one of 14 A.
the most important factors in predicting the 15
course of schizophrenia is the amount of 16
education that someone receives.  And we had 17
a paper, Swanson was the senior author of 18
that paper, it's on my CV, where we looked 19
specifically at the effects of education.  20
And it turns out every year of education that 21
these patients get improves their prognosis.  22
And what happens is that schizophrenia 23
usually sets in between age of 16 and 21.  24
That's when you usually get your first 25
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episode.  And depending on when it happens, 1
it is going to disrupt your academic career 2
significantly, to the point that it's almost 3
impossible to finish out anything that you've 4
been doing.  5

We get a lot of our first episode 6
cases from Penn undergraduates, and these are 7
kids who have been, you know, outstanding 8
scholars and athletes in high school, and 9
then they get the first break in college and 10
unfortunately most of them never -- can never 11
finish college.  Some of them, with a lot of 12
intensive help from their treating 13
clinicians, manage to finish college.  But 14
this is -- I can think of three or four such 15
cases over the years.  16

So it's very important if you want 17
to have a benign course of schizophrenia, as 18
benign as possible, to have a good home 19
environment where the child is encouraged to 20
reach their potential.  And really in some 21
ways what we are doing now is extensive -- in 22
children with high risk for schizophrenia, 23
extensive tutoring and trying in effect to 24
accelerate their progress towards education.  25
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Because it turns out that whatever they got 1
under their belt before the onset of illness 2
stays there and they can use it.  3

So one of the difficulties is that 4
many people with schizophrenia can never find 5
a job.  And it's not just because they're a 6
little strange and they talk to themselves 7
and do all sorts of strange things, but 8
mostly because they have no skills because 9
the disease hit them before they were able to 10
acquire a set of skills.  So we try to have 11
them acquire the set of skills before the 12
onset of the illness.  13

And you mention that for a benign 14 Q.
course, you know, for someone who, say, has 15
the genetic vulnerability and has the in utero 16
trauma, that for a benign course it's 17
important that they grow up in a good home 18
environment and are encouraged to reach their 19
potential.  From the records and the history 20
that you were provided, was that the sort of 21
environment that Jessie Hoffman was raised in? 22

Well, it seems -- the environment 23 A.
in which he grew seems all but the perfect 24
environment.  He was constantly under threat, 25
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under danger.  He was exposed to violence, 1
guns, beatings of his, you know, fighting 2
among his parents, he was exposed to 3
abandonment, he was exposed to various sexual 4
abuse scenes.  Each one of those is a 5
stressor, even if he did not have the 6
vulnerability to schizophrenia.  But in 7
someone who has the vulnerability to 8
schizophrenia, these stressors can be much 9
more really devastating for development.  10

You have to realize that most 11
people with schizophrenia are not dangerous.  12
And, in fact, the likelihood of dangerous 13
behavior in a patient with schizophrenia is 14
not -- on average, is not higher than in the 15
general population.  In fact, it can even be 16
lower, with the exception of some subtypes of 17
schizophrenia, particularly the paranoid 18
subtype where, depending on their 19
environment, they can -- they are exactly 20
those who are vulnerable to aggression and 21
acts of -- bizarre acts of violence.  And 22
these are -- this is the subpopulation of 23
patients with schizophrenia that you have to 24
be especially careful with and try to give 25
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them the best possible environment so that 1
the likelihood of violence is diminished.  2

But you have to understand that 3
these people do not have normal perceptions 4
of reality, and so they can be entirely 5
innocuous until that distortion can cause 6
them to react to a situation in an abnormal 7
and unpredictable way.  8

So as I understand it, you've 9 Q.
reviewed the information that was provided and 10
there was some information that appeared 11
significant as far as genetic vulnerability -- 12

Yes.  13 A.
-- related to a family history 14 Q.

of -- 15
Psychosis.  16 A.
Psychosis, okay.  Some information 17 Q.

that raised concerns about in utero trauma? 18
Uh-huh (affirmative response.)19 A.
And then a life history which 20 Q.

indicated that there were a variety, would it 21
be fair to say, of stressors? 22

Yes.  That's exactly the technical 23 A.
term that we use.  24

Okay.  And then you went to see 25 Q.
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Jessie Hoffman? 1

Uh-huh (affirmative response.)2 A.
You had that information before you 3 Q.

went to see him; is that correct? 4
Yes.  5 A.
Okay.  And then you went to see 6 Q.

him.  And if I understand your testimony, you 7
did a clinical interview and also some 8
neurocognitive -- computerized neurocognitive 9
tests? 10

Yes.  11 A.
Related to the clinical interview, 12 Q.

were there any observations or anything that 13
you noted of significance at that time? 14

Yes.  I noticed that he qualifies 15 A.
for one of the most difficult symptoms of 16
schizophrenia to treat, which is flat affect. 17

BY MR. BRANCH:18
I'm sorry.  Would you -- 19

BY THE WITNESS:20
It's called flat affect.  21

EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:22
And can you explain what that 23 Q.

means? 24
Yes. 25 A.
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BY MR. BRANCH:1

F-L-A-T?  2
BY THE WITNESS:3

F-L-A-T, like flat.  And then 4
affect, A-F-F-E-C-T, or emotion.  5

BY MR. BRANCH:6
Okay.  7

BY THE WITNESS:8
That was an observation first 9

made by Bleuler, B-L-E-U-L-E-R, 10
who was among the first people to 11
characterize schizophrenia 12
clinically.  And he noted that 13
these patients do not have the 14
normal inflection in their voice 15
to indicate emotion.  So you know 16
the term prosody, P-R-O-S-O-D-Y, 17
when we talk, the meaning of what 18
we say is conveyed not just by the 19
words but also by the voice 20
inflections that we apply to those 21
words.  I can say the same 22
sentence, for example, I went up 23
to the boss and he gave me the 24
news.  And I can say it in one 25
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tone of voice and it will be -- 1
mean a good thing and then if I 2
say it in another it will mean a 3
terrible thing.  That's the 4
emotional prosody.  5

And there's a nonemotional 6
prosody, you can see even -- for 7
example, when you raise your voice 8
at the end of a sentence, it 9
implies a question, like I made it 10
quickly.  You can say I made it 11
quickly?  Then you raise your 12
voice at the end, then it becomes 13
a question.  That's nonemotional.  14

In that, the patients seemed to 15
do fine.  But with emotional 16
prosody, they do very poorly.  So 17
they can say something very happy 18
or something very sad and you 19
couldn't tell it in their voice.  20
And they tend not to -- their -- 21
the voice is flat and also their 22
faces do not express emotions.  23

EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:24
And was that what you were 25 Q.
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describing when you said -- 1

So when I was interviewing Mr. 2 A.
Hoffman, I was struck by his flat affect.  He 3
was describing horrible things or a very 4
mundane thing, and from his tone of voice you 5
couldn't tell what he was talking about.  He 6
was saying with exactly the same flat tone.  7
And that's often misinterpreted as being 8
calloused or unfeeling.  9

And there's been a lot of research 10
on the question of do they actually feel and 11
just can't express it.  And as best as we can 12
tell from mostly work of a Professor Kring, 13
and Kring from Berkeley, is that the patients 14
do feel.  They have subjectively the feelings 15
but they are unable to express it on their 16
faces or in their voices.  And that's why 17
they give the impression that they have what 18
we call flat affect, that their emotion is 19
just flat.  20

Was there anything else of 21 Q.
significance that you noted in your clinical 22
interview of Mr. Hoffman? 23

The other feature was I noticed 24 A.
some delusional thinking on his part.  He had 25
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the impression that he could influence events 1
and make things happen.  He was a bit guarded 2
about it, and I was hoping that subsequent 3
clinicians will be able to get more 4
information on that.  It's very often that 5
the patient -- patients with schizophrenia 6
realize that certain things are strange, and 7
they learn very early to suppress them.  8

Indeed it's one big difference 9
between people who suffer from so-called the 10
neurodevelopmental brain dysfunction, namely, 11
brain disorders that really accompany them 12
throughout their life, that's how they are 13
born.  Their whole life is a constant 14
struggle to hide their deficits, and they 15
learn how to do it.  They learn to avoid 16
situations where the deficits will come out.  17
And they are very guarded, very suspicious 18
about anybody trying to reveal those deficits 19
and they try to cover them up, as opposed to 20
someone who was born with a healthy brain, 21
grew up in a healthy brain, and then there 22
was something that happened to their brain 23
like a car accident or a stroke.  And then 24
they sort of have to learn how to cope with 25
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it, and they're not very good at it and you 1
can more easily see the deficit.  2

So in his case I thought there was 3
more there but that he was very guarded about 4
it and he wouldn't reveal more.  5

Was there anything else in your 6 Q.
observations in the clinical interview related 7
to -- 8

I was struck that when he was 9 A.
describing the crime and himself in the 10
situation, the way he described it, it 11
sounded like he wasn't completely there.  He 12
was describing things as if they happened, as 13
if there was his body doing things and 14
himself being detached observer.  15

And that kind of a description you 16
get with two types of brain damage.  I mean, 17
you get that quite a bit in schizophrenia.  18
You get it with dissociative disorders.  19
People who have lesions in the right parietal 20
lobe have a combination of neglect of their 21
visual field.  So even themselves they would 22
shave the right side of the face and neglect 23
to shave the left side.  And that's 24
accompanied by what has been termed 25
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anosognosia, A-N-O-S-O-G-N-O-S-I-A.  And 1
that's a term coined by Babinski in 1913 to 2
describe patients with right parietal 3
lesions.  They basically deny there's 4
anything wrong with them and they have this 5
nonchalance about their symptoms.  They may 6
be paralyzed, and if you ask them is there 7
anything the matter with you, they will say, 8
no, I'm fine.  So why aren't you moving?  I 9
don't feel like it.  They completely ignore 10
their disabilities.  11

And they have -- they also tend to 12
have the feeling that their body is separate 13
from themselves.  It's happening to almost 14
someone else.  So they are prone to 15
dissociative experiences.  And that with -- 16
combined with the result of the neuropsyche 17
testing suggested that there may be deficit 18
in parietal lobe function in addition to the 19
frontal lobe deficit.  20

I want to talk for a minute 21 Q.
about -- before I go to that, was there 22
anything related to his work history -- 23

Yes. 24 A.
-- career path, jobs, anything like 25 Q.
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that that was significant to you? 1

Okay.  In general, the symptoms of 2 A.
any brain damage, and that includes 3
schizophrenia, can be divided into so-called 4
negative symptoms and positive symptoms.  5
Negative symptoms are behaviors that a normal 6
person can engage in and will engage in, but 7
the individual with brain damage cannot or 8
will not.  That's negative symptoms.  9

Positive symptoms are behaviors 10
that the normal person would not engage with 11
but someone with brain damage will.  And the 12
reason is that the whole brain is built on 13
checks and balances.  For every part that 14
gets active, there needs to be another part 15
that will modulate or stop that action, and 16
that's how we reach the balance.  When there 17
is a part missing, then two things happen.  18
One is that the behaviors that were 19
controlled by that part can no longer occur; 20
and, secondly, behaviors that are modulated 21
by that part begin to occur because there's 22
nothing to stop them.  23

In the case of schizophrenia, there 24
are essentially five negative symptoms and 25
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four positive symptoms that have been 1
identified.  The negative symptoms are, one, 2
flat affect or inappropriate affect; two is 3
evolution or the inability to attain or 4
aspire to or attain normal vocational and 5
social adjustment; the third one is anhedonia 6
which is inability to enjoy what most people 7
enjoy so they tend to not care about food, 8
they don't -- the food is not important, they 9
don't enjoy different kinds of food, they 10
don't enjoy movies, they pretty much are 11
content to stay by themselves.  They don't 12
seek the pleasures that most people seek.  13
And then another one is alogia which is 14
essentially poverty of thought content.  It's 15
their -- there is not much.  You talk to them 16
and there is really not much there.  They 17
respond in mannerisms or in platitudes, but 18
you can't really probe a lot.  There is just 19
a big poverty of the content of the thought 20
and it's not sort of logical, rational.  And 21
the fifth is attention deficits.  Difficulty 22
focusing and concentrating and being highly 23
distracted by internal events and external 24
events.  You talk with a patient like that, 25
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and if there's a bird chirping outside, you 1
lost them, or all of a sudden they will be 2
uncomfortable or hungry and that's it, you 3
can't do anything.  4

The positive symptoms are, one, 5
hallucinations, usually auditory 6
hallucinations, they can hear voices talking 7
to them.  Delusions.  They think they can do 8
things that most people can't.  They think 9
they're more important.  And in extreme cases 10
they'll say they're Napoleon.  These are the 11
cases that you get excited about.  Here we 12
have someone who thinks they're Napoleon or 13
Jesus when everybody goes to talk to them.  14
But I mean, usually it's more subtle.  They 15
will believe they have some super powers, the 16
ability to read somebody's mind, the ability 17
to make things happen, prevent things from 18
happening, some magical thinking.  19

Then the third is bizarre behavior.  20
And that will include inappropriate dress.  21
They may wear a coat in the heat or they may 22
walk with shorts in the cold.  They may have 23
strange hairdos, strange clothing.  I had one 24
patient who had about 300 pockets sewn into 25
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their vest, and in each pocket carried a 1
ball, a different kind of a trinket or a 2
ball.  And as soon as he was by himself for a 3
few minutes, he would take out some of these 4
objects and start juggling.  So that's 5
bizarre behavior you don't see normally.  6

And finally thought disorder, which 7
is rambling disconnected speech that is bound 8
by associations that most people don't use.  9
So they can talk about a newspaper, and then 10
the next thing will be wastebasket where I 11
throw the paper, and then the next thing they 12
talk about will be garbage disposal and then 13
they go off.  So their associations are loose 14
and can be controlled by features that most 15
people don't pay attention to.  So these are 16
the symptoms of schizophrenia.  17

And according to DSM, the 18
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, if you 19
have one positive symptom and -- one or two 20
positive and one or two negative, then you 21
have the disorder.  So I felt in the 22
interview that he had several negative 23
symptoms.  I mentioned flat affect, and I 24
mentioned delusions which is a positive 25
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symptom.  I also believe he suffers from 1
evolution.  Because if you look at his work 2
history, he graduated high school and since 3
then he wasn't able to hold on to a job.  It 4
didn't look like what he was doing had any 5
career path in mind.  It's okay.  I'm not 6
saying everybody has to go to college and 7
beyond, but most people have some sort of an 8
idea of what they're going to do for a 9
living.  And even they may be flipping 10
hamburgers at McDonald's today, but then they 11
still have a path.  They plan to become store 12
manager and then maybe move to a more 13
advanced career in the food industry, or they 14
may have some aspirations to move ahead and 15
he seems to have been going from one job to 16
another and, if anything, his direction was 17
down.  He did move a little bit in the food 18
industry, and then all of a sudden he's a 19
parking lot attendant.  So you couldn't see 20
any planning of career path.  21

And I couldn't entirely ascertain 22
the alogia, but I was struck that he does 23
have poverty of thought, of thought content.  24
There isn't a lot of thought content to his 25
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thinking and conversation.  1

So based on your clinical 2 Q.
interview, you saw signs of like several of 3
the criteria -- 4

Right.  5 A.
-- for schizophrenia, and you went 6 Q.

in knowing or having information relating to 7
the genetic vulnerability, the in utero 8
concerns, as well as his life history? 9

Uh-huh (affirmative response.)10 A.
And then you said you also did some 11 Q.

computerized neurocognitive scanning? 12
Yes.  13 A.
Now, was this a comprehensive 14 Q.

neuropsychological evaluation, a screening, or 15
can you explain what exactly -- 16

Yes.  It was more in the screening 17 A.
realm then the comprehensive neuropsyche 18
evaluation.  It allowed me to see if there is 19
any indication that there is brain damage, 20
but it was not a comprehensive assessment.  21

What sorts of testing did you do -- 22 Q.
I guess what I want to ask is sort of the 23
tests that you did, what they were designed to 24
measure and then what the results were.  And I 25
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don't know if it's easier to do that in 1
categories of tests or what the best way to 2
explain it? 3

The first thing in the power point 4 A.
can explain what is -- 5

Okay.  Do you -- is there a way we 6 Q.
can show that?  Or I have hard -- 7

If you have hard copies in this 8 A.
small room, it may be -- 9

BY MR. BRANCH:10
It would be hard for him to 11

take down the power point.  12
EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:13

Okay.  And so I was asking what 14 Q.
sort of tests you were doing or what it was 15
designed to show.  16

Right.  The first page shows the 17 A.
standard domains of cognition that are being 18
measured by a traditional neuropsychological 19
battery.  The computerized battery targets 20
the same domains, but it has several 21
advantages.  And it uses some -- it can 22
really better characterize what is wrong that 23
produces the abnormal score.  So maybe --24

BY MS. KOLINCHAK:25
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If I can stop for a second, 1

just for purposes of the record, 2
we're referring to a stack of 3
printed pages, and I'm going to 4
mark them for purposes of the 5
deposition as Petitioner's Exhibit 6
No. 3 in globo.  It's 20 pages of 7
pages that we will be referring to 8
in Dr. Gur's deposition.  9

EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:10
I'm sorry, Dr. Gur.  So you were 11 Q.

saying that the computerized testing -- 12
Let's start with the second page of 13 A.

this.  It looks like this.  And then we will 14
go back to the other one.  15

So the computerized test that I 16
administered included tests that have the 17
examples here.  Attention, it's a CPT, 18
continuous performance test.  What it does, 19
it shows seven segment displays.  As you 20
know, you can generate any letter or number 21
using seven lines.  So what the subject is 22
told is push a button every time you see a 23
number, and then we switch to letters.  And 24
they will be flashed, those seven segment 25
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displays will be nonsense and every once in a 1
while there will be a number.  So on the left 2
you see a nonsense shape and on the right you 3
see the number five and his job was to push a 4
button every time he saw a number.  And from 5
that you can look at through positive, 6
through negatives, false positives and false 7
negatives, how many times they correctly push 8
the button when there was a number, how many 9
times they missed the number which is a false 10
negative, how many times they saw something 11
that was not a number and pushed, and that 12
usually is an index of impulsivity.  And 13
that's the false positive.  Of course, too, 14
negative is when they didn't push a button 15
when there was a number.  16

And what is also good about 17
computerized tests is that you can get the 18
moment to moment -- for every response you 19
get the exact response time, how many 20
milliseconds it took to create the response.  21
So you can see whether -- you can see the 22
strategy of the person.  So everybody can do 23
everything given enough time.  24

But to perform, you need to 25
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consider both accuracy and speed and you have 1
to decide am I going to be accurate but slow 2
or am I going to be fast and less accurate.  3
And most people come up with some compromise.  4
And by measuring both the accuracy and the 5
speed, you can find out what is the specific 6
strategy that that person used.  7

And what is the significance, sort 8 Q.
of, of -- I mean, I understand generally as 9
far as strategy, but from like looking at from 10
a neurocognitive perspective, why is that 11
important? 12

Many times if you do a traditional 13 A.
test where you can't measure response time, 14
all you know is that performance was reduced.  15
But you don't know whether -- why it was 16
reduced.  Whereas if you know both the speed 17
and accuracy you can see, for example, 18
someone who is healthy but unusually slow at 19
something, then you know they have a problem 20
with it but they slow down and thereby 21
maintain their accuracy.  22

And I guess, and it might just be 23 Q.
that I don't know if I'm missing something, 24
but say I'm doing it, say it's a 25
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non-computerized test.  1

Right.  2 A.
You would know, say, there are 50 3 Q.

options or 50 things flashing and I got like, 4
say, 40 correct.  5

Right.  6 A.
And they took -- you'd know a 7 Q.

beginning time and an end time.  8
I mean, CPT is not a good example 9 A.

because it has to be computerized.  But -- 10
All right.  11 Q.
But the typical traditional test 12 A.

would be asking you to define vocabulary.  13
What does impale mean?  And you'll give me 14
your definition and I'll write it down and 15
then I have to go and there is a manual that 16
tells me what kinds of definitions get two 17
points, what gets one point, and what gets 18
zero points, and that's how you get your 19
score on vocabulary.  I don't have the means 20
when I do that to really measure how long it 21
took you to come up with the response because 22
I'll have to push the button myself.  So if 23
I'm a slow button pusher, I make you look 24
bad.  That's not fair.  So you really -- we 25
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now have a computerized vocabulary test but 1
that's designed differently.  So all the 2
computerized tests are designed to take both 3
accuracy and speed whereas the traditional 4
tests sort of lose that ability or never had 5
it.  6

I see.  7 Q.
So other tests that they gave him 8 A.

was spatial memory, face memory, obstruction 9
and mental flexibility.  So like obstruction 10
and mental flexibility, you have to touch on 11
the object that does not belong.  Now, which 12
object doesn't belong here?  13

The square.  14 Q.
The square, yeah.  15 A.
Or the second star.  16 Q.
Well, the square doesn't belong 17 A.

because all the others are stars and that's 18
the only square.  But you can also argue that 19
the left most object doesn't belong because 20
it's small and all the others are big, right?  21

Or the second -- 22 Q.
Or the second to the left because 23 A.

it has thick lines and all the others have 24
thin lines.  So really none of them belong.  25
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It depends on what principle you have in 1
mind.  If you're thinking shape, then the 2
square doesn't belong.  If you're thinking 3
size, then the left most star doesn't belong.  4
And if you think line thickness then the 5
second from the left doesn't belong.  The 6
computer knows what the right principle is.  7
And so if you select square and the computer 8
is thinking shape, you'll get good job and 9
then you'll get the next stimulus.  But if 10
the computer is thinking size, you'll get a 11
nasty buzz and you have to try again until 12
you -- 13

And will it continue to show you 14 Q.
objects that meet that same pattern until you 15
get -- 16

Yes. 17 A.
-- the right analysis? 18 Q.
Yes, until you get it.  You 19 A.

basically have to test hypothesis.  So your 20
first idea is, well, it's probably shape.  If 21
you push by shape and you get no, then you 22
have to think, well, what could it be and 23
then you choose something else until you land 24
on the right principle.  And then the 25
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computer will let you rest on your glory for 1
ten trials and after that it will switch on 2
you.  And then it measures what happens when 3
you -- something that always worked for you 4
all of a sudden is not working any more.  You 5
used to get to work in one way, all of a 6
sudden there's road construction, what do you 7
do?  And so it looks at mental flexibility, 8
the ability to adjust.  9

So these were the sorts of tests 10 Q.
that you did on the computerized 11
neurocognitive scan? 12

Yes.  13 A.
And what were the results of that? 14 Q.
So he showed deficits in -- I mean, 15 A.

overall he's quite bright and he performed 16
normally in several tests.  But -- 17

And that was consistent with 18 Q.
testing of overall intelligence that was 19
done -- 20

Before, yeah.  21 A.
-- before trial by Doctor -- 22 Q.
Dr. Salzer?  23 A.
Salzer, yes.  24 Q.
Right.  So he's not retarded.  He's 25 A.
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actually quite bright.  But against that you 1
see some severe deficits in tests related to 2
frontal and temporal lobe functioning.  3

Okay.  And what is the significance 4 Q.
of frontal and temporal lobe functioning? 5

In general, the brain works from 6 A.
the back to the front.  Humans especially are 7
very visual animals.  It's not all animals 8
are like that.  Dogs, for example, are not 9
very good visually but they are excellent in 10
the auditory and in the olfactory senses.  So 11
we have five senses and some species 12
emphasize one over the others.  13

In humans -- I'll restrict myself 14
to humans now.  The predominant sense is 15
vision, and we have a whole lobe in the brain 16
devoted to processing visual information, and 17
that's the occipital lobe.  It's the back of 18
the brain.  19

Now, visual information is very 20
complex.  And you first have to comprehend 21
just the spatial layout.  And the first job 22
of the brain really is to flip everything 23
upside down because the information that 24
comes from our eyes comes flipped reversed.  25
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So our eyes -- if you look at me, your eyes 1
show me in reverse with my head down and my 2
feet up and your brain is what flips it, and 3
you do that without thinking, of course.  But 4
there have been studies when people were 5
equipped with lenses that flip everything, it 6
took them a few days to get used to it.  But 7
after awhile, they got used to it and were 8
able to walk around and they saw everything 9
correctly.  And then when you removed those 10
lenses, they're to relearn.  Everything got 11
flipped for them again.  So that's the first 12
job of the brain is continuously to flip what 13
you see.  14

And then you -- different -- the 15
initial processing of the stimuli is just 16
very comprehending elements.  So a big chunk 17
of your visual brain just is sensitive to 18
lines or to light or to motion or to shades 19
or to grids, various grids.  And so when 20
you -- basically if you look at the window, 21
there will be part of the brain that says 22
there's a vertical line, horizontal line, and 23
but that still doesn't have the idea of a 24
window.  That information moves forward to 25
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what is called secondary visual association 1
areas where the idea of the window begins to 2
form.  And that moves further forward to the 3
more thinking part of your brain, and now 4
your parietal lobe, which is right in front 5
of the occipital lobe and in conjunction with 6
the temporal lobe, you begin the thought.  7
Yeah, this is a window and the word window 8
will actually come through your mind.  9

And then in the parietal, that 10
visual information becomes processed and 11
relayed to an area called superior temporal 12
sulcus where it's integrated into complete 13
precepts and linked to your auditory 14
information.  So when you hear a car coming, 15
you see the car with your visual cortex but 16
you hear it with your ears and you have to 17
put those two pieces together to link the 18
noise with the car.  And that happens roughly 19
in the middle of the brain.  20

There are other things you have to 21
link into it, which is your internal state.  22
So you have to know am I in a hurry, am I 23
hungry, am I thirsty, am I hot, am I cold.  24
And if you are outdoors and it's raining and 25
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you are hungry and you were planning to walk 1
home but you see a taxi coming and you say, 2
the heck with it, it's raining, I'm hungry, 3
I'm cold, I might as well flag a taxi, this 4
is where the information of here is a car, it 5
looks like a taxi, I am hungry, it's late, 6
it's raining, I'm uncomfortable, all that 7
information gets put together and that's 8
relayed forward to the frontal lobe.  9

The frontal lobe is the chief 10
executive, is the best word to describe the 11
frontal lobe.  It's the part of the brain 12
that takes in all the information from the 13
rest of the brain and puts it in context.  If 14
I had to choose one word to describe what the 15
frontal lobe does, that word would be 16
context.  It puts everything into what's 17
around it in relation to your short-term 18
goals, in relation to your long-term goals, 19
in relation to your situation right now, and 20
then it decides the course of action.  So 21
it's like the CEO of your small little 22
company that you keep in the brain.  23

So when you see deficits in -- so 24
the frontal lobe, the reason it's a good 25
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executive is because it can derive principle 1
from multitude of instances.  And so it's the 2
frontal lobe that discovers what is the rule 3
that makes a correct response on the 4
abstraction and mental flexibility test.  And 5
people who have lesions in the frontal lobe 6
will have a hard time detecting the principle 7
and if you switch on them they are lost.  If 8
they decide it was shape they'll continue to 9
push shape and you keep telling them no and 10
they'll keep pushing shape.  So it's a 11
difficult in modulating and changing your 12
behavior.  13

So based on the computerized test 14 Q.
that you had done, you saw what looked like 15
frontal deficits? 16

Frontal deficits.  17 A.
Now, let me ask you -- 18 Q.
But there was also deficits in 19 A.

parietal lobe functioning.  That's why I was 20
concerned because you can argue that the CEO 21
of the company, even if the CEO is brilliant, 22
they are going to make bad judgments if the 23
information they receive is bad.  24

And that's what you mean by what 25 Q.
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you saw in the parietal? 1

That's right.  So the difficulties 2 A.
in parietal, even though I saw frontal lobe 3
deficits, they could either be indeed 4
problems in the frontal lobe or they could be 5
because the frontal lobe is not getting good 6
information.  7

Okay.  I have a few questions 8 Q.
related to the computerized scan that you did.  9
It was a battery of tests? 10

Yes.  11 A.
And have those tests been normed or 12 Q.

compared or tested against the pen and paper 13
tests? 14

Yes.  15 A.
Or are there corresponding pen and 16 Q.

paper tests? 17
Yes. 18 A.
And have they been tested against 19 Q.

them? 20
Yes.  That was a study we published 21 A.

in 2000.  22
And were they tested for accuracy? 23 Q.
Yeah.  24 A.
And reliability? 25 Q.
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Yes.  1 A.
And error rates? 2 Q.
That's right.  3 A.
And you mentioned it was published 4 Q.

in 2000, did you say? 5
Yes.  6 A.
Was it published in a peer-reviewed 7 Q.

publication? 8
Yes.  9 A.
And so there's a -- is there like a 10 Q.

known and accepted rate of error that was 11
incorporated into all of that? 12

Yes, uh-huh. 13 A.
And is this methodology that's 14 Q.

accepted within the field of neuropsychology? 15
Yes.  16 A.
So you did that battery of tests 17 Q.

and had some concerns, and you addressed all 18
of that in your report and then recommended 19
some further testing? 20

Yes.  21 A.
Correct.  There was comprehensive 22 Q.

neuropsychological -- 23
Yes.  24 A.
-- evaluation and brain imaging? 25 Q.
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Correct.  1 A.
When you recommended comprehensive 2 Q.

neuropsychological evaluation, what were you 3
recommending or what is involved in that?  I 4
think some of it was covered by Mr. Branch's 5
questions earlier.  6

Yes.  There's -- there are various 7 A.
batteries that people use in the field, but 8
they will all have certain things in common.  9
And unless you are a shareholder in one of 10
the publishers, it really doesn't matter 11
which battery you use.  I mean, there are 12
some batteries that are better than others.  13
But the most important thing is that the 14
person administering the test is comfortable 15
and familiar and experienced with them.  So 16
it was less important to me which specific 17
battery will be used than to have somebody 18
who is highly qualified to administer 19
standard neuropsychological testing to do it.  20

And the purpose of that is to 21 Q.
measure brain function or dysfunction? 22

Yeah.  That is illustrated in the 23 A.
page that's titled Domains of Cognition.  And 24
here I list a possible comprehensive 25
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neuropsychological battery which is the one 1
that we have been using before we had the 2
computerized battery.  And that's the one 3
against which we evaluated the computerized 4
battery.  And it measures the most important 5
domains of cognition that are relevant to 6
understanding brain function.  So ABF, 7
obstruction and mental flexibility is 8
measuring frontal lobe.  ATT or attention is 9
looking at the attentional system which is a 10
collaboration between the parietal lobe and 11
the frontal lobe.  The parietal lobe detects 12
what is important to attend to, and the 13
frontal lobe actually does the attention 14
orienting.  VMEM, or verbal memory, looks at 15
memory for verbal material, and that is 16
impaired with damage in the left temporal 17
lobe.  18

So if you see deficits in 19
obstruction, usually it's because of frontal 20
lobe function.  In attention, it can be 21
frontal or parietal depending on the aspect 22
of attention that is impaired.  Verbal memory 23
is temporal lobe, left temporal lobe.  24
Spatial memory is temporal lobe but right 25
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temporal lobe.  So people with right temporal 1
lobe damage will have deficits in spatial 2
memory.  3

Language I alluded to is 4
frontotemporal system.  So when you look at 5
controlled oral word association, for 6
example, is exactly the test that I mentioned 7
before, you have a minute to come up with as 8
many words as you can and start with C and 9
the next one will be F and the next one will 10
be L, and there are norms, and you can see if 11
it's normal.  The verbal halt is normal.  And 12
if it's abnormal, you think left interior, 13
left frontal.  14

Comprehension of language is 15
measured by visual naming, token test, and 16
that is more posterior.  So if you have 17
deficit there the conclusion is that it's 18
also left hemisphere but more in the back, 19
more toward the back, temporal parietal area.  20

Then spatial functions it's right, 21
right hemisphere temporal parietal area, more 22
parietal.  And then sensory functions and 23
motor functions.  There is basically what is 24
called homunculus, H-O-M-U-N-C-U-L-U-S.  It's 25
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a little human being inside your brain that 1
represents your entire body, and it's on the 2
left side.  It controls the right side of the 3
body and the right side it controls the left 4
side of the body.  So if I stimulate one 5
region, you will move your arm.  6

And that can be done -- a lot of 7
that work has been done with people with 8
epilepsy who have been undergoing surgery and 9
you expose the brain and you know with brain 10
surgery you don't need to go to sleep.  You 11
can stay awake because the brain doesn't have 12
pain senses.  So these are done when the 13
patient is awake and you can send an 14
electrical signal and they will raise their 15
left hand.  And you ask them why did you 16
raise your left hand, I don't know, I felt 17
like it.  But you can see you can elicit it 18
reliably by stimulation and that's how we 19
learn that the entire body is represented in 20
a strip, in a sensory motor strip.  Depending 21
on where you stimulate you will see things or 22
hear things or move parts of your body.  And 23
by the sensory and motor measures, we look at 24
the integrity of that part of the brain.  25
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I mean, the next slide shows an 1

example of impairment that you see in 2
schizophrenia patients.  And you see these 3
are large samples of healthy men, healthy 4
women, men with schizophrenia and women with 5
schizophrenia.  And the Y axis shows the Z 6
score.  The Z score is how many standard 7
deviations away from the mean the score is.  8
And if you look at the healthy people, they 9
are around zero which means they are average.  10
If you look at the patients, they range from 11
1 to up to more than 3 standard deviations 12
worse than average.  And they have a 13
characteristic profile in schizophrenia which 14
shows impairment mostly in frontotemporal 15
functions, including attention, verbal 16
memory, memory generally is poor.  But 17
sensory and motor functions are relatively 18
spared.  19

And so those would be like the 20 Q.
specific areas of brain dysfunction that you 21
look for in -- 22

With a neuropsychological testing.  23 A.
And that's why I recommended that a 24
neuropsychological standard, 25
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neuropsychological battery be administered.  1

Okay.  And related to that, you 2 Q.
were provided with, I believe, the testimony 3
and report, et cetera, of Dr. Salzer who 4
testified at trial? 5

Yes.  6 A.
Is Dr. Salzer a clinical 7 Q.

psychologist, a neuropsychologist or -- 8
Dr. Salzer is a clinical 9 A.

psychologist, not a neuropsychologist. 10
And the testing that was done by 11 Q.

Dr. Salzer, was that a -- well, would she, I 12
guess, be qualified to do a neuropsychological 13
evaluation? 14

I'm not sure about her 15 A.
qualifications.  But what she performed was 16
not a neuropsychological evaluation.  17

And it wasn't intended to be from 18 Q.
anything that you saw? 19

From what I could tell, she was 20 A.
asked for a psychological, standard 21
psychological evaluation, and that's what she 22
did.  23

And that's not a substitute, or is 24 Q.
it a substitute for a neuropsychological 25
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evaluation? 1

No, not at all.  I mean, some tests 2 A.
are the same, so you could use some of her 3
tests to come up with an idea.  But a lot of 4
the tests that are used in a standard 5
neuropsychological evaluation are not 6
included in her evaluation.  And a lot of 7
tests that have no information value for 8
neuropsychological assessment have been 9
administered by her.  10

But based on the results of her 11 Q.
testing, I know you had mentioned that similar 12
to what you found Mr. Hoffman's score within 13
normal areas, normal levels of general 14
intellectual capacity -- 15

Yes.  16 A.
-- was there anything else in what 17 Q.

she did related to any of the testing or any 18
conclusions that were of significance or that 19
you noted?  I know that's a very general 20
question.  21

As I recall, she noted some signs 22 A.
of disordered thinking.  And I don't recall 23
if she thought they amounted to psychosis, 24
but she had some comments from her testing 25
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suggesting disorganization that could be 1
serious. 2

And she conducted a test, the MCMI, 3 Q.
are you familiar with that test? 4

Very -- somewhat familiar.  I'm not 5 A.
very familiar with it.  I know about it, but 6
I have never used it myself.  7

Do you recall whether there were 8 Q.
any elevations that she reported related to 9
that test? 10

Yeah.  I thought -- yeah, there 11 A.
were elevations as I recall.  12

Did she draw any conclusions as to 13 Q.
malingering? 14

She drew strong conclusions about 15 A.
malingering, which was that he was not 16
malingering.  And that was useful 17
information.  18

And you also noted that she noted 19 Q.
some thought disorders? 20

Yes. 21 A.
Or at least some indications of 22 Q.

that.  23
Now, based on what you reviewed, 24

did she have any of the information available 25
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to her related to Jessie Hoffman's childhood? 1

I wasn't impressed that she had a 2 A.
lot of information.  It looked more like a 3
quick evaluation that didn't go much beyond 4
just testing and generating impressions from 5
the testing.  6

You also had the opportunity to 7 Q.
review -- and let me back up.  That was the 8
only testing that was done pretrial that 9
you're aware of? 10

Yes.  11 A.
Okay.  Now, post trial, you've had 12 Q.

the opportunity to review the report prepared 13
by Dr. Sautter? 14

Yes.  15 A.
And in fact his report found 16 Q.

evidence of psychosis? 17
Yes.  18 A.
And recommended further evaluation? 19 Q.
Correct.  20 A.
His report also discussed the 21 Q.

family history of mental illness? 22
Yes.  23 A.
And life history of trauma? 24 Q.
That's right.  25 A.
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Now, in the normal course of your 1 Q.

practice as a neuropsychologist, would you 2
rely on that sort of information or -- 3

Very much so.  4 A.
-- from another expert who's also 5 Q.

looked at the client? 6
Absolutely.  7 A.
As well as the information that Dr. 8 Q.

Salzer provided in her limited -- 9
Yes.  I mean, all this information 10 A.

is important, and we use it when it's 11
available.  12

Okay.  So you had all of that.  And 13 Q.
then neuropsychological testing was 14
recommended and done; is that correct? 15

Yes.  16 A.
Can you describe what was done? 17 Q.
Yes.  It was a comprehensive 18 A.

neuropsychological evaluation that included 19
tests for all the domains covered here.  20

Okay.  And what was done with that 21 Q.
information? 22

I mean, first of all you look at 23 A.
the pattern of the deficit, and it 24
corroborated my findings of deficits in 25
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frontal lobe functioning.  But it showed a 1
lot of signs of deficits in parietal lobe 2
function which -- 3

BY MR. BRANCH:4
May I interrupt just a minute?  5

Are we talking about Dr. Sautter's 6
examination?  7

BY THE WITNESS:8
No.  No.  This is the more 9

recent, this is doctor -- 10
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:11

This is the two-page scores.  12
EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:13

Now, are you referring to what's on 14 Q.
the next page? 15

Yes.  16 A.
Okay.  17 Q.
So what -- the way I usually 18 A.

approach interpretation of a traditional 19
neuropsychological battery is by looking at 20
the scores and trying to come up with an 21
interpretation of what are the deficits and 22
what they tell us about brain function.  And 23
then to be sure I don't miss anything or 24
don't put too much weight on certain scores, 25
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and that's a fallibility of clinicians.  1

Can you explain that? 2 Q.
To interpret the complex set of 3 A.

data, a clinician has to go through a bunch 4
of decisions and judgments, and much of it is 5
based on their training and experience.  And 6
over the years clinicians tend to develop 7
certain favorite scores or favorite theories 8
or favorite combinations that either their 9
supervisor liked or they came to like, that 10
worked for them.  And it turns out that often 11
these are misleading, that they reflect more 12
the human tendency to note unusual patterns, 13
and we are very prone to become really 14
attached to things that are unusual that can 15
distort our interpretation.  And we're also 16
prone to look for data that confirm our 17
hypotheses.  So if I'm thinking about the 18
deficit and I see a test that shows it, I 19
say, wow, okay, here it is.  And I can ignore 20
some other tests that may show more important 21
deficits in other areas.  So the NIH has 22
invested a lot of resources in itself in 23
order to come up with algorithms, 24
A-L-G-O-R-I-T-H-M-S. 25
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Let me back up for a minute.  Would 1 Q.

that be, for example, like -- I mean, here you 2
saw the genetic vulnerabilities and the in 3
utero and then the life history, and then you 4
did some testing and saw frontal lobe, that 5
you would be going in with a bias in those 6
areas? 7

That's right.  8 A.
And what you're saying is that -- 9 Q.
That bias we need.  It's good.  But 10 A.

it can sometimes be misleading.  11
Okay.  12 Q.
When something confirms your bias, 13 A.

you don't look anymore.  14
And so then you said that the -- 15 Q.
So a lot of the effort of NIH is to 16 A.

develop algorithms.  17
And that's the -- 18 Q.
National Institute of Health.  Is 19 A.

to help clinicians by developing algorithms 20
which are set procedures that look at the 21
certain data set in a dispassionate way and 22
objectively apply decision rules that are 23
based on clinical experience and practice but 24
are applied uniformly to all participants, so 25
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they're not biased by the context of the 1
evaluation.  2

And so would it be -- is what 3 Q.
you're saying that, for example, it wouldn't 4
vary clinician to clinician as to how a 5
particular result -- 6

Will be interpreted.  7 A.
-- will be interpreted, it's a 8 Q.

unified interpretation of that result? 9
That's right.  And in the area of 10 A.

neuropsychological testing, we developed that 11
algorithm and it's called behavioral imaging.  12

Okay.  And has that -- you said it 13 Q.
had been developed through funding from the 14
NIH, et cetera.  Has that -- you mentioned 15
before that there were different 16
neuropsychological batteries that have been 17
developed or tested and developed.  Was that 18
developed in conjunction with the people who 19
developed those tests?  20

Yes.  The way those algorithms work 21 A.
is that you get a set of experts in the field 22
and have them articulate the rules beyond any 23
particular case.  You just tell them how do 24
you -- what do you do if you have this score?  25
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What can you conclude from it, okay?  What do 1
you do when you have this score?  What can 2
you conclude from it.  And you go score after 3
score and you end up with the experts 4
agreeing on certain features that can be 5
extracted from each score, and then that 6
agreement is frozen into the computer and 7
then applied to new cases they have never 8
seen before.  And then you check whether that 9
system can do what clinicians do.  And from 10
experience it turns out that those systems 11
work better than clinicians, better even, 12
paradoxically, perhaps, better even than the 13
expert clinicians that provided the meat for 14
that algorithm because they, themselves, are 15
prone to those biases when they look at 16
specific case.  They can explain to you the 17
rule that they use.  But when you actually 18
look at what they do, it turns out that they 19
don't necessarily conform to all their rules.  20

Now, these algorithms -- let me 21 Q.
make sure I understand this correctly.  You 22
have the neuropsychological battery and it has 23
the particular scores.  Am I understanding you 24
to say that these scores are put into a 25
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computer? 1

Yes.  2 A.
And it has a set of rules that are 3 Q.

based on the tests -- 4
The experts.  5 A.
The experts who developed the 6 Q.

tests? 7
Yes.  8 A.
And what those scores mean? 9 Q.
That's right.  10 A.
And it interprets them based on the 11 Q.

rules that the experts who developed the 12
tests -- 13

Provided.  14 A.
-- provided.  Okay.  Has the 15 Q.

accuracy of these algorithms been compared to 16
the traditional, for lack of a better word, 17
scoring by a clinician? 18

Yes.  19 A.
Okay.  And what were the results of 20 Q.

that as far as accuracy? 21
That the algorithm performs better 22 A.

than the average clinician and, surprisingly, 23
even better than the experts who provided the 24
specific weights that are used by the 25
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algorithm.  1

Now, would these be what's called 2 Q.
like validation studies? 3

Yes.  4 A.
And were -- have these results or 5 Q.

has this been published in peer-reviewed 6
journals? 7

Yes.  8 A.
And have they identified -- well, I 9 Q.

guess you talked about accuracy, so error 10
rate, et cetera -- 11

Correct.  12 A.
-- there's a minimum -- 13 Q.
I mean, the study specifically 14 A.

established the agreement among experts.  We 15
used four experts who were considered as the 16
national, international leaders in 17
neuropsychology.  And in fact we established 18
their inter-expert agreement.  We had them do 19
it a year apart again and established within 20
expert agreement from time to time.  And then 21
used the algorithm to -- in clinical 22
situations where the diagnosis of the brain 23
damage is a challenge.  24

For example, in early Parkinson's 25
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disease, you don't really notice 1
neurocognitive deficit at all, but there are 2
subtle signs that actually indicate which 3
side.  Usually Parkinson's disease starts in 4
one side of the brain and then spreads to the 5
other.  And with the behavioral imaging 6
algorithm, we were able to show in Stage 1 7
Parkinson's patients, that is, people who 8
officially clinically had no deficit, we were 9
able to show that they have deficits in the 10
area that corresponds to the side in which 11
they had the dopamine abnormality.  So 12
patients with right-side hemiparkinsonism 13
showed deficits associated with left 14
hemispheric function and those with left side 15
hemiparkinsonism showed deficits associated 16
with the right hemisphere.  17

Would it be fair to say, then, that 18 Q.
the studies that have been done on this 19
testing or the validation that's been done has 20
shown that the algorithms are able to identify 21
earlier or -- 22

Yes.  23 A.
-- sooner symptoms that correspond 24 Q.

to particular things -- 25
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I mean, the validation went in 1 A.

stages.  First it shows that we can do 2
what -- that it can do what a clinician does.  3
So the first patients' populations in which 4
these were validated were with patients with 5
stroke.  But that's not a big deal to most 6
neuropsychologists who are, you know, medium 7
competence to above should be able to detect 8
a stroke and roughly where the stroke 9
happened.  But then we did in a sample of 10
patients with epilepsy where it's more of a 11
challenge and the biggest challenge was with 12
patients with Stage 1 Parkinson's disease.  13
So there were several studies that validated 14
the algorithm.  15

That validated?  And is this 16 Q.
methodology accepted as -- accepted in the 17
field of neuropsychology for testing for 18
neurocognitive deficits? 19

Well, this is not a testing 20 A.
methodology.  This is a methodology for -- 21

Interpretation? 22 Q.
-- interpretation, and that has 23 A.

been published in leading peer-reviewed 24
journals and I believe it is accepted.  I 25
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mean, anybody who -- I mean, in science if 1
you have a problem with something, you voice 2
it because that gets you another publication 3
if nothing else.  So I believe it's accepted.  4

So it's been -- the methodology has 5 Q.
been -- for interpretation has been published 6
in peer-reviewed journals? 7

Yes.  8 A.
Are you aware of any peer-reviewed 9 Q.

publications challenging? 10
Yes.  There was a publication 11 A.

challenging it, and that challenge was 12
published.  And our response to the challenge 13
was published.  And the senior author of that 14
paper is now really one of the ardent 15
supporters of the algorithm.  16

So the original challengers have 17 Q.
now joined -- 18

Been addressed, yeah.  Aaron Bigler 19 A.
was one of the senior authors of that 20
challenge.  He's removed his objection.  He 21
believes that it has been answered.  22

Okay.  Turning now to the results.  23 Q.
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:24

This, for me, is a good break 25
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time if you want to break. 1

(At this time a recess was taken.) 2
EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:3

I think when we left off, we were 4 Q.
just about to go into the results of the -- is 5
it behavioral image? 6

Yes.  7 A.
That you had discussed.  8 Q.
Yes.  9 A.
When you input the scores from the 10 Q.

neuropsychological testing, what results did 11
you find? 12

So the behavioral image based on 13 A.
the neuropsychological testing is a true 14
topographic representation of the brain which 15
is color coded so that regions that are 16
implicated as dysfunctional are colored in 17
the blue dark colors, whereas regions that 18
are relatively preserved are colored with the 19
red-yellow range.  And what you can see with 20
the behavioral image that came out of the 21
neuropsychological testing is that most of 22
the damage is posterior in the parietal area 23
bilaterally, both right and left.  24

In addition, there is an area of 25
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deficit in the frontotemporal region, 1
especially the anterior temporal and the 2
orbital frontal area.  This kind of damage is 3
consistent with the results of the 4
computerized test.  But whereas looking at 5
the computerized test, one is mostly 6
impressed with the frontal lobe deficit, the 7
behavioral image shows that the main problem 8
actually is more posterior, more in the 9
parietal area.  So the deficit of the frontal 10
lobe most likely relates to the fact that the 11
information that the frontal lobe receives is 12
distorted or inaccurate.  And so while there 13
may be some frontal lobe damage, it looks 14
like the dominant deficit is in parietal 15
areas.  16

And, again, the parietal, I'm 17 Q.
trying -- if you could maybe give an example 18
of the sort of thing that would be impacted by 19
the impairments seen in the parietal and how 20
that would then impact I guess -- 21

The most important function of 22 A.
parietal lobe is to interpret the world in 23
terms of relevance to the self and integrate 24
the various modalities in which information 25
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comes in, and these include the sensory 1
modalities as well as the visceral, the 2
information that comes from inside.  3

Lesions, especially the right 4
parietal, produce deficits in attention, in 5
integrity of self.  So, for example, people 6
with lesions in that area have experience of 7
deeper somatization, that their actions 8
really don't belong to them, as if somebody 9
else is doing their actions. 10

And would that be consistent with 11 Q.
you had mentioned earlier that Mr. Hoffman had 12
described or had provided a description of the 13
crime, and you had mentioned sort of -- some 14
sort of distancing or -- I'd have to find the 15
wording.  But, anyway, is that consistent?  Is 16
that what you're talking about? 17

Yes.  In extreme cases when you get 18 A.
someone who comes in with a right parietal 19
stroke, the most dramatic feature is that 20
these people don't think that that problem 21
has anything to do with them.  They will 22
attribute their difficulties to all sorts of 23
reasons, but they will even deny that they 24
have any deficit.  They may be half paralyzed 25
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in half of their body and they'll deny that 1
fact and they'll find ways of explaining.  2
And in general they describe -- they tend to 3
talk about themselves almost in the third 4
person as if it was somebody else.  5

Imaging studies, for example, have 6
shown that the right parietal is very 7
sensitive to stimuli that belong to the self.  8
So if you showed them a picture of a dog, 9
nothing will happen.  If you show them a 10
picture of their dog, that's when the right 11
parietal will kick in.  Or you show them a 12
picture of an item of clothing, a tie, 13
nothing will happen.  You show them their 14
tie, that region will become active.  So it's 15
an important component of the attentional 16
system but deals specifically with attention 17
to self, to the space around them, and 18
integration of actions in terms of the 19
relevance to the self.  20

And is that integration and process 21 Q.
then, does that information then go to the 22
frontal lobes? 23

The frontal lobes.  There's very 24 A.
strong connections between the parietal and 25
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the frontal lobe with a weigh station in the 1
limbic system which is the part of the brain 2
that deals with regulating emotions.  3

Would it be fair to say, then, that 4 Q.
what looks like predominantly impairment in 5
the frontal lobes from the initial 6
neurocognitive scanning, the computerized 7
scanning that you did, turned out to be based 8
on the behavioral image some frontal lobe 9
impairment but predominantly parietal? 10

That's exactly correct, yes.  11 A.
Was there any evidence of 12 Q.

malingering on the part of Mr. Hoffman in any 13
of the testing that you did? 14

No.  In fact the test that is 15 A.
specifically designed to test malingering 16
came back with a conclusion that there was no 17
malingering.  18

Is there anything else related to 19 Q.
the results that I failed to address? 20

No.  I think you covered -- the 21 A.
only additional factor is that the orbital 22
frontal part that seems to be implicated is 23
specifically the part of the brain that 24
modulates emotions and impulses.  So it's 25
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sort of the brakes to the system.  It's the 1
part that if somebody insults you and your 2
older parts of the brain will try to get you 3
to perform an act of physical aggression, the 4
orbital frontal puts the brakes and says, 5
now, wait a minute, this is not appropriate, 6
you have to consider society, you have to 7
consider the bigger picture, the context, 8
maybe you should do something else, maybe you 9
should do something verbal, maybe insult them 10
back but not hit them.  11

I'd like to turn now to the issue 12 Q.
of brain development.  13

Yes.  We actually went over the 14 A.
genetics before.  There's a figure here that 15
shows the probability of having schizophrenia 16
depending on how many family members, 17
different family members you have that have 18
schizophrenia, and it shows how with every 19
additional family member your probability 20
goes up.  21

Okay.  22 Q.
And the figure labeled Genetics 23 A.

explains what actually I explained before, 24
that we're not looking for a discrete gene 25
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that codes for a disease like schizophrenia, 1
but we're looking at the distribution on 2
traits.  Such as for heart disease, it will 3
be cholesterol, blood pressure, and so on.  4
This is illustrated in the next slide, where 5
his risk for schizophrenia needs to be 6
neurocognitive and psychological measures and 7
measures of brain anatomy.  8

So in a genetic -- the current 9
genetics of schizophrenia involve the 10
documentation of what are called 11
endophenotypic markers.  And that's really 12
what our current research is focusing on, 13
measurement of neuropsyche performance and 14
brain measures in large families with -- that 15
are so-called multiplex families, and we 16
obtain genetic material and those measures 17
and we link the genetic abnormalities to 18
performance and values that we obtain from 19
these endophenotypic markers.  20

Okay.  21 Q.
Now we come to the business of 22 A.

brain development, and the purpose of the 23
next few slides is to explain exactly what it 24
is that develops in the brain.  Because in 25
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the body we know people grow.  The baby is 1
small and an adult is large and so the whole 2
body grows in size.  But the brain is not the 3
size that grows.  The babies have all the 4
brain that they will ever have.  You are born 5
with all the nerve cells in the brain that 6
you will ever have and no new brain cells 7
that are born after you're out.  8

But what happens is that when you 9
are born, your brain cells have no coating.  10
They are basically bare.  And to explain why 11
that is important, I would like to call your 12
attention to the cartoon of a the nerve cells 13
at the top of this figure.  It shows the cell 14
body that has a lot of small protrusions 15
coming out of it.  These are called 16
dendrites.  And through these protrusions the 17
cell receives information from adjacent 18
cells.  The information comes in the form of 19
chemical changes that occur by the attachment 20
of molecules called neurotransmitters to the 21
membrane or the skin of the cell, and the 22
cell has sites that receive those 23
neurotransmitters.  These are called 24
neuroreceptors.  And what happens when a 25
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neurotransmitter hits a neuroreceptor, he 1
changes the electrical polarity between what 2
is outside the cell and what is inside the 3
cell.  And when that difference in polarity 4
becomes large enough, an electrical pulse is 5
generated.  It becomes -- it equals, and 6
that's expressed in the form of an electric 7
pulse that travels along the membrane of the 8
cell and shoots down this long fiber that is 9
called axon.  And when it shoots down the 10
axon, it reaches the axon terminals where if 11
there is another nerve cells there, it will 12
continue that process.  It will release the 13
neurotransmitters, it will get attached to 14
the next cell into receptors and to the next 15
cell and produce again another electrical 16
signal and it will keep going like that from 17
cell to cell until it hits a muscle.  And if 18
it's a muscle at the end of the axon, then 19
that muscle will contract.  And that's 20
basically the ABCs of how the brain works.  21
It sends electrical pulses that end up in the 22
muscle and the muscles, all they know to do 23
is contract.  So depending on which muscles 24
the signal goes to, if you contract certain 25
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muscles you'll generate a hand movement or an 1
arm movement or a finger movement or you 2
start walking.  3

Now, those axons, the fibers, can 4
be anywhere from a few millimeters long to a 5
few feet long.  So there is actually one of 6
those that goes all the way from your brain 7
to the tip of your toe.  And so they can be 8
very long.  And what happens with electricity 9
when it goes down a long wire, it dissipates.  10
It just doesn't stay on the wire but begins 11
to influence adjacent regions.  That's why 12
when we use real electricity, we cable, we 13
shield the cables with rubber.  And the 14
longer the distance we need the electricity 15
to go, the thicker the insulation will be 16
because otherwise it will dissipate.  17

The brain doesn't have rubber.  So 18
what it uses is fat.  Fat is also an 19
excellent insulator.  And this fatty tissue 20
is called myelin, M-Y-E-L-I-N, and it 21
surrounds the axon in nodes that are seen in 22
this cartoon.  In the cartoon they are red, 23
but in reality they are white because they 24
are made out of fat.  25
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And is that what you were saying 1 Q.

that when a baby is born, they don't have 2
any -- 3

They have very little of it, if 4 A.
any.  And that's why if you tickle a baby's 5
right foot they will throw both arms up.  6
They can't really control where the 7
electricity in their brain is going.  It just 8
goes through the whole brain.  And what we 9
found out is that this myelin, or the fat, 10
develops during the first few years of life 11
and continues to develop well into the second 12
and the beginning of the third decade of 13
life.  14

Now, the surprising discovery of 15
the first people who studied that, and they 16
didn't have imaging, they used actual brains.  17
They had a big brain collection.  And that's 18
illustrated in the next slide, Yakovlev's 19
group at Harvard had one of the largest 20
collection of postmortem brains, these are 21
people who died and the brains were donated 22
to research.  And these included 23
predominantly fetuses, aborted fetuses at 24
various stages of development, also very 25
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young babies who died young, and a lot of old 1
people, but very few people in between.  2

Nonetheless, using a staining 3
technique which gets attracted to white 4
matter, to fat basically, they took the 5
brains and they sliced them and then they put 6
a stain on them that attracts, gets attracted 7
to fat.  8

And is that the myelin that you 9 Q.
were just talking about? 10

That's myelin.  So it gets 11 A.
attracted to myelin and produces a big dark 12
color.  The more myelin the darker the color.  13
And, for example, in the previous slide you 14
see the main structures of the brain.  It 15
shows, if you look at -- the right side shows 16
a view from the side, and the left side, the 17
left picture shows as if I cut the brain down 18
the middle.  And in the middle if you see, 19
there is a structure that is yellow in this 20
particular rendition, but it's right in the 21
middle.  It's called the corpus callosum, and 22
it's a body of nerve fibers that connects the 23
two hemispheres.  And the brain is really 24
divided into two half brains and there is no 25
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tissue, there's no nerve cells that actually 1
exist between those two halves.  So really we 2
have two brains rather than one.  And the 3
only thing that connects them is the fibers 4
that most of them run through the corpus 5
callosum as it's called.  6

So if you look at the staining of 7
the corpus callosum at the bottom of the next 8
page, you see six at postnatal weeks the 9
corpus callosum is barely gray.  So there's 10
no fat in there.  At one year it becomes 11
darker and you can see it begins to be quite 12
dark and in an adult it's pitch black.  So 13
what that shows is that the myelin becomes -- 14
builds during development.  And based on 15
those kinds of stains, Yakovlev has charted 16
the developmental trajectory of different 17
brain regions.  And to everyone's surprise at 18
the time, they found that different brain 19
regions myelinate, or acquire that fatty 20
layer at a different rate.  Some regions 21
myelinate very early, by the end of the 22
first -- by the end of the first year, pretty 23
much they're done.  And these are regions 24
having to do with the sensory motor strip 25
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that I mentioned where sensory and motor 1
integration takes place.  That's why by the 2
end of the first year if you tickle the baby 3
on the right foot, they are able to just move 4
the right foot rather than the rest of the 5
body.  So that part becomes myelinated first.  6
The part that deals with speech and language 7
comes later.  But if you look at the bottom, 8
which is the frontal lobe and association 9
areas, they don't myelinate according to 10
Yakovlev's projection until sometime during 11
the third decade of life.  So after the age 12
of 20.  13

So these were conclusions based on 14
staining of postmortem brains.  Now we can do 15
MRI, and MRI lets you measure the volume 16
of -- because water and fat give different 17
signals, you can measure the volume of the 18
cells themselves which are called gray matter 19
in the brain.  The volume of myelinated 20
fibers, which are called white matter, and 21
the volume of the fluid.  The brain floats in 22
fluid which both nourishes the brain and 23
prevents the brain from suffering damage 24
every time you move your head.  In the back 25
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of your head, the skull is very smooth and so 1
not much can happen if your brain bangs 2
against it.  But the front of the head has a 3
lot of nasty bones right on top of the eyes, 4
called the orbital space.  These are sharp 5
bones.  If the brain would hit them, it would 6
be damaged.  And so the fluid cushions the 7
blows to the head and prevents you from 8
getting brain damage every time you sneeze.  9

So using this method, we can 10
segment as we are calling it, the entire 11
intracranial space into the three 12
compartments of gray matter, white matter and 13
cerebrospinal fluid and trace the development 14
of these compartments.  15

And the next slide shows a study 16
that we have done in collaboration with a 17
group at Toyama University in Japan.  They 18
obtained MRIs in babies as young as one month 19
old, three months old, six months old, one 20
year old, and you can see here the computer 21
has segmented each brain into gray matter, 22
which is painted in white, white matter which 23
is painted in gray -- our geeks like to 24
confuse us sometimes -- and fluid which is 25
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painted in black.  And what you can see from 1
the progression of the images is that white 2
matter is almost nonexistent at the 3
beginning, and then you can see -- by six 4
months you can see in the sensory motor 5
strip, by one year it encompasses language 6
and memory areas -- well, not yet language.  7
One year and six months you can see touching 8
language areas.  By three years it's spread 9
out quite a bit.  But not even by 20 years it 10
doesn't reach the front of the brain.  So the 11
frontal lobes it turns out are the last to 12
become myelinated.  13

And what is the significance of 14 Q.
that? 15

The significance is the white 16 A.
matter facilitates transmission of 17
information throughout the brain.  So the 18
brain tissue exists, but it doesn't 19
communicate well.  And you may have a 20
situation where your thinking brain has a 21
certain information and it wants to relay it 22
to your chief executive, but there is no 23
clear -- no fast and efficient communication, 24
so the chief executive, the frontal lobe, 25
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doesn't get that information.  Or if they get 1
it, it's not in time.  You can liken it to -- 2
the myelination is like building highways in 3
the brain.  And when an axon is not 4
myelinated it's like a rural highway.  The 5
information doesn't go efficiently and can be 6
dissipated and disappear.  Whereas if it's 7
well myelinated, it's like an interstate 8
highway where the traffic goes fast.  9

So someone who does not yet have 10
the frontal lobe myelinated basically is in a 11
situation where the information may reach the 12
frontal lobe but it has to use a rural 13
highway and can take detours and never really 14
get there on time.  15

And that may explain phenomena that 16
you see in teenagers who can be very smart in 17
many ways, they are physically capable, they 18
are mentally capable, they have excellent 19
memory, they can do math better than you can 20
and then they do something stupid that leaves 21
you gasping and asking what were you 22
thinking.  And when you ask them, they'll 23
usually be able to explain to you even better 24
than you can everything that was wrong about 25
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what they did.  But all that insight did not 1
happen when they were in there, in that 2
situation.  It just didn't happen for them 3
there.  4

And the next slide is now the 5
results of longitudinal follow-up of those 6
babies.  We studied them when they were born 7
and then again two years later, and this 8
slide shows essentially subtraction.  You 9
take a two-year old -- the average of all the 10
MRIs you got from two-year olds, you subtract 11
from them all the MRIs you got from newborn 12
and you look at the difference, and the 13
difference will tell you myelination.  And 14
these pictures illustrate how myelination 15
starts in the sensory motor strip right in 16
the middle of the brain.  The cerebellum is 17
almost fully myelinated which is responsible 18
for just simple motor balance and movement.  19
The corpus callosum begins to be myelinated 20
you see nicely in comparing four-year-old to 21
two-year-olds.  But even at the end, the 22
frontal lobe is still totally green.  There 23
is no myelination occurring by age 13.  24

So one aspect, important aspect of 25
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brain development is the process of 1
myelination where nerve fibers become coated 2
with fat to facilitate transmission.  3

So when we do MRI, we also 4
discovered another principle of development, 5
another aspect of development.  That was also 6
initially pointed out from postmortem data by 7
Professor Huttenlocher, 8
H-U-T-T-E-N-L-O-C-H-E-R, from the University 9
of Chicago, but it's illustrated nicely by 10
the MRI studies that were done by two groups, 11
the Stanford group and the NIH group.  If you 12
look at the graphs, and they both -- they 13
show the same thing.  If you look at the top 14
two pair of figures, on the right side you 15
see the white matter volume and you can see 16
that it increases with age.  As we discussed, 17
this is the myelination process.  But when we 18
looked at gray matter volume, it turns out 19
that gray matter volume doesn't stay constant 20
but actually goes down with age.  So during 21
childhood and adolescence, especially in 22
early adolescence, you lose brain tissue.  23
Brain cells die.  And it turns out that this 24
is the process of pruning.  Brain systems 25
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that haven't been used during development 1
basically shrivel off and die.  And this is 2
why if you don't learn how to play the violin 3
before age 12 or so, you will never be able 4
to be a concert violinist.  That part of your 5
brain will be gone.  And there is a host of 6
phenomena that if you don't train yourself 7
before that age, then that ability is lost.  8

Language is an example.  If you 9
learn a language before you turn around 12, 10
you will be able to learn the accent and you 11
will speak the language like a native.  But 12
if you learn language like I did, English 13
like I did, after age 12, I have a decent 14
vocabulary and all that but I will always 15
have an accent.  I will never be mistaken for 16
a native English speaker.  There are other 17
languages that I grew up with where my 18
vocabulary is much poorer, but I would pass 19
as a native speaker.  20

And so you were talking about 21 Q.
losing certain abilities.  Is there a -- I 22
don't know if positive is the right -- because 23
that sounds kind of like a negative impact, is 24
there a positive or is there a purpose to 25
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pruning as far as abilities and -- 1

Oh, absolutely.  It turns out the 2 A.
pruning is every bit as important as 3
myelination for an efficient adult brain to 4
operate.  And the best analogy is literally 5
pruning of trees.  If you don't prune a tree, 6
it will just grow wild and there will be lots 7
of branches that will not be productive and 8
will not bear any fruit.  And most of the 9
energy of the tree will be wasted and you 10
will get even less fruit even from branches 11
that can bear fruit.  And so a good arborist 12
will prune all those branches that don't 13
contribute to the integrity of the tree.  And 14
that is important.  15

In the same way you would ask, 16
well, why not take every baby and teach them 17
how to play the violin and teach them a 18
hundred different languages and teach them 19
skiing and everything else and that way they 20
won't lose any brain.  That's true, it's 21
possible that you could preserve more of 22
their brain that way.  But then they'll be 23
just very diffused individuals.  They'll be 24
doing too many different things.  They will 25
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not be able to do any one thing efficiently.  1

And so it's important for the brain 2
to get rid of parts that have not been used 3
so that the parts that are still there can 4
work in concert and have some integrity in 5
their operation.  6

Is it like a focusing mechanism? 7 Q.
Yes.  It's exactly like a focusing 8 A.

mechanism.  I mean, we know that children 9
potentially can do anything.  You can take 10
any child and you teach them Chinese and 11
they'll learn Chinese very fast.  But at some 12
point you sort of have to decide what are 13
your strengths and what are your weaknesses 14
and stop grinding against your weaknesses and 15
start going with your strengths.  And there 16
are individual differences in children, and 17
as they grow up they will naturally go toward 18
activities they do better and neglect the 19
other activities and that's good.  And that's 20
what creates unique individuals who can be 21
very good at some things and can accept the 22
fact that they're not good at everything.  23

When does -- I think you said the 24 Q.
process of pruning begins in adolescence.  25
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When does it complete? 1

Interestingly the process of 2 A.
myelination and pruning are complete at 3
around the same time, and that's illustrated 4
in the second pair of graphs.  Where the 5
upper graph shows myelination and the lower 6
one shows pruning, and what you do is you try 7
to fit a curve mathematically to the data and 8
it turns out that the curve goes up and then 9
flattens or goes down and then flattens.  And 10
you can calculate the point at which the 11
flattening occurs, and it turns out 12
mathematically for this sample the point is 13
at around age 24.  We fit it to other samples 14
and it varies between age 21 and 24, 15
thereabouts.  So that's roughly the age at 16
which both myelination and pruning are 17
complete.  18

Would be in the early 20's? 19 Q.
In the early 20's.  20 A.
If Jessie Hoffman was 18 years and 21 Q.

two, almost three months at the time of this 22
crime, based on -- well, let me ask you this:  23
The studies regarding brain development and 24
myelination and pruning, have they been 25
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published? 1

Oh, yes.  2 A.
In peer-review journals? 3 Q.
Oh, yes.  4 A.
How long has this theory -- 5 Q.
Probably -- well, Yakovlev's work 6 A.

was published in the '70s, so it's been quite 7
awhile, and it's pretty accepted, except 8
people didn't realize the implications of 9
these findings for a while later.  The MRI 10
findings in the studies that I'm showing here 11
were done in '96 and '94.  So more recently 12
there has been a new bunch of studies that 13
were published now that we have much larger 14
sample sizes and have even more sophisticated 15
methods for analyzing the MRI, but they 16
basically replicated the main conclusions of 17
these studies and just pointed out some 18
further refinements.  But the phenomenon 19
itself was known by around 1995 or 20
thereabouts.  21

Okay.  And is this widely accepted 22 Q.
in the -- I don't know, would it be the field 23
of brain development or how would -- 24

Yes.  There's no dispute about 25 A.
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anything that I said today.  It's quite 1
widely accepted.  I mean, there may be -- 2
there are some disputes over specific 3
regions.  There are some studies indicating 4
more tentatively certain systems that mature 5
earlier than others.  But overall the idea 6
that the whole brain reaches its apex of 7
development around between age 21 and 25 and 8
that the frontal lobe is the last to 9
myelinate, these are as rock solid as any 10
statements you can make in neuroscience.  11

I started to say if Jessie Hoffman 12 Q.
was 18 years and two, almost three months at 13
the time of the crime and this was in 1996, 14
could an MRI have been taken at that time? 15

Yes.  16 A.
And would that MRI have shown or 17 Q.

been able to show particularly if compared to 18
an MRI done today that what it is you're 19
talking about, about myelination not being 20
complete and pruning not being complete? 21

Yes.  22 A.
Okay.  Since we don't have that, 23 Q.

given that he was 18 years and between almost 24
three months at the time of the crime, do you 25
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have an opinion as to whether or not his brain 1
would have been fully matured? 2

Yes.  3 A.
And what would that opinion be? 4 Q.
Chances are more likely than not 5 A.

that his brain was not matured by that age.  6
Because if you look at the figure of the 7
normative sample in healthy people, there are 8
really no people who have reached full 9
maturity at that age.  10

You have to realize this is a 11
cross-sectional study, so each point is a 12
different individual.  And to really pinpoint 13
the time, you have to take the same 14
individual and follow them over the years 15
which is studies that are being done now but 16
weren't available at the time.  You can see 17
that as a group, chances are more likely than 18
not that at the age of 18 and three months or 19
even 19, the brain is not yet fully mature.  20

All right.  And you mentioned 21 Q.
healthy brains.  22

Yes.  23 A.
So let me ask you first, what about 24 Q.

is there an interrelationship between, or any 25
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relationship between a brain development and 1
trauma, or the stressors, lifetime stressors 2
that you talked about earlier?  Is there any 3
relationship between those? 4

Most of that we know from animal 5 A.
studies, and there is a lot of evidence that 6
any stress would retard the development of 7
the brain and may lead to a situation where 8
the brain is never fully mature.  So in 9
general, stress, poor environment, poor 10
nutrition, all these factors will retard the 11
development of the brain.  Furthermore, we 12
know also that the male brain, I think I 13
mentioned it earlier, male brain is about two 14
years behind a female brain in terms of rate 15
of maturation.  And our client is a male.  16

Now, based on your recommendation, 17 Q.
an MRI was done recently; is that correct? 18

Yes.  19 A.
Now, the actual MRI was not done by 20 Q.

your laboratory, right? 21
That's right.  But it was done 22 A.

according to our specifications.  We sent the 23
protocol they should be using.  24

You sent a protocol to be used to 25 Q.
153

Earl K. Long, correct? 1
Yes.  2 A.
That's where it was done.  And then 3 Q.

data was provided to you all? 4
Yes, they sent us the raw data. 5 A.
You received the raw data.  You 6 Q.

also received a report, right? 7
Yes. 8 A.
And that report basically said 9 Q.

that -- 10
His -- you can't really use those 11 A.

reports for that application.  I don't 12
remember exactly what the report said, but my 13
general impression was it said no tumors, no 14
signs of anything that would kill the patient 15
and basically it's normal, which is what you 16
would expect.  17

BY MS. KOLINCHAK:18
I'm going to hand Dr. Gur what 19

I've marked for identification 20
purposes Petitioner's Exhibit 4, 21
which is the radiology report 22
dated 9/13/2006 from Earl K. Long.  23

EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:24
Dr. Gur, have you seen that report 25 Q.
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before? 1

Yes.  2 A.
And I believe under findings, it 3 Q.

says the patient has no evidence of abnormal 4
signal of brain? 5

Yeah.  They're looking for stroke 6 A.
here.  You want to see all the arteries are 7
patent, there's no occlusion of arteries.  8
And basically the clinical reading of an MRI 9
is designed to see if there's anything there 10
that can kill your patient.  And most 11
dangerous, of course, is a tumor followed by 12
stroke followed by arterial venous 13
malformation which is a real silent killer 14
potentially.  You wouldn't know you had it 15
until it was too late.  16

So that's what they look for.  And 17
they didn't find any evidence of any of that.  18
That's why they did also the diffusion- 19
weighted sequence, and that part is normal.  20
What you can do clinically is measure the 21
volume of the different parts of the brain, 22
and this is really what we're looking for in 23
neurodevelopmental disorders.  24

When you say measure the volumetric 25 Q.
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weight, is that of different regions of the 1
brain? 2

Yes.  Each -- the MRI is a picture 3 A.
that is produced by the computer.  The 4
computer literally paints each dot that you 5
see that together make the MRI.  Now, you 6
realize if I take a photograph, it's also 7
done in dots.  You can see that if I blow up 8
a picture again and again and again, 9
eventually you'll see a bunch of dots.  And 10
these dots are called pixels.  The MRI is a 11
reverse process.  It calculates the pixel 12
intensity based on -- which is basically a 13
measure of the intensity of the signal that 14
comes out of that area, the MR signal.  So 15
just a slight correction, because the MR is 16
done in three dimensions, so we do slices, 17
but each slice has a given thickness, then 18
each of these picture elements are called 19
voxels rather than pixels.  A voxel is a 20
three-dimensional pixel.  So if I just took a 21
photograph of your face, it will be flat and 22
each dot will be only two dimensional.  You 23
will have the length and the width.  But with 24
a MRI, you also have depth or slice 25
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thickness.  So the length, the width, and the 1
depth, or the thickness of each pixel element 2
is calculated by the computer and printed on 3
the page.  4

So when a radiologist looks at the 5
film, they basically see a translation of the 6
MR data into a picture, but the information 7
is lost because it's not there.  Basically 8
it's a gray-white scale that you can't really 9
put a number.  But the number exists.  This 10
is the number that the computer used to 11
generate it.  When you do a volumetric 12
analysis, you go with those original numbers.  13
And those numbers will tell you whether that 14
voxel comes from gray matter, white matter, 15
or cerebrospinal fluid, or CSF.  16

So since you know the dimensions of 17
each voxel, you can calculate precisely the 18
volume of each of those compartments and you 19
can also calculate the volume of each brain 20
region within -- of each region within the 21
brain using a method called deformation-based 22
morphometry, M-O-R-P-H-O-M-E-T-RY.  And what 23
the procedure -- 24

What does that mean? 25 Q.
157

Basically you take a template 1 A.
brain, and then you take any individual 2
brain, and that brain is a digital MRI, it's 3
fixed in the computer, and then you do an MR 4
on the patient.  You take their brain and you 5
warp it into the template.  And you record 6
for each voxel how much you had to stretch it 7
or to squeeze it in order to fit to the 8
template.  9

And by having that information 10
since you know the volume of your template, 11
you can calculate precisely the volume of 12
your brain in an automated fashion.  It can 13
calculate precisely the volume of each region 14
of the brain using those deformation fields.  15
And then you can compare it to healthy people 16
that you studied that were processed in the 17
same way, in exactly the same way.  And so 18
you can tell how much away from normal a 19
particular brain is that you're looking at.  20

And why would the volume of 21 Q.
particular regions of the brain be 22
significant? 23

Because the volume tells you about 24 A.
the integrity of the cells.  Whenever a brain 25
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cell dies, its place is taken up by fluid.  1
And so when you have reduced brain volume, 2
when cells die, you will get reduction in the 3
volume of the gray matter of the brain and 4
you get a proportionate increase in the 5
volume of the fluid in the brain.  And so the 6
volume is important to determine whether a 7
particular brain structure is normal or has 8
lost tissue.  9

So would it be fair to say that 10 Q.
what this is, it's an automated classification 11
system? 12

Yes. 13 A.
It's on the computer.  That 14 Q.

distinguishes between MRI scans of healthy 15
individuals -- 16

Yes.  17 A.
-- and -- 18 Q.
And any population.  You asked me 19 A.

before -- I think maybe you asked me before 20
whether MRI can be used for diagnosis, and I 21
gave you the stock answer that MRI is not a 22
diagnostic -- is not a machine that produces 23
a diagnosis but it is a tool that can help in 24
diagnosis.  We actually tried to see if MRI 25
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alone can be used as diagnosis, and we were 1
ourselves quite surprised with the success, 2
and we published that in 2005, about a year 3
ago.  We just gave this automated classifier 4
a large sample of normal brains and a large 5
sample of brains of people with schizophrenia 6
and asked the MRI, a machine, to, using the 7
classifier with these volumetric measures, to 8
divide the groups, to do a diagnosis.  9

And it turns out that the MRI was 10
more -- was accurate, over 90 percent 11
accuracy both specificity -- both sensitivity 12
and specificity.  And these are two important 13
parameters.  Sensitivity is what is the 14
probability that if somebody has 15
schizophrenia, the classifier will say they 16
have schizophrenia.  Specificity is what is 17
the probability that if somebody is normal, 18
the MRI will say they are normal.  Because I 19
could easily make sensitivity 100 percent by 20
calling everybody schizophrenic and then I'll 21
capture all of them and my sensitivity will 22
be 100 percent.  But then I'll be ending up 23
calling a whole bunch of healthy people 24
schizophrenic.  So my specificity is very low 25
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and my tool is not very useful.  1

Backing up from the actual that 2 Q.
sort of diagnosis, has this volumetric 3
analysis, has there been research and studies 4
on it as a technique? 5

Oh, yes.  There are literally by 6 A.
now hundreds of papers using it, and it's 7
very routine.  What I just mentioned, the 8
ability to diagnose schizophrenia, there's 9
only one study, our study, and we still -- I 10
wouldn't -- even though it was published in a 11
refereed first rate journal, probably the top 12
journal in psychiatry, I still would wait for 13
replications before I would say this is 14
really, you know -- and especially we need 15
more populations and so on, so it's a first 16
step.  But the method itself of volumetric 17
analysis is old and tried. 18

Is old and tried.  And has it 19 Q.
been -- has it been tested for accuracy and 20
error rates? 21

Yes.  These are very well 22 A.
established. 23

And the results have been published 24 Q.
in peer-reviewed journals? 25
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Yes.  1 A.
Is this methodology generally 2 Q.

accepted? 3
Yes.  4 A.
In -- I guess as a technique or 5 Q.

tool for analyzing MRIs? 6
Yes.  And, in fact, in leading 7 A.

medical schools, a whole new generation of 8
neuroradiologists is being trained in their 9
use.  And so hopefully in three, four years 10
from now, those kinds of reports won't be 11
seen any more.  Because if you are referred 12
to an MRI at this age, the chances for a 13
stroke are minimal and there is no reason to 14
think there was a tumor, and so this kind of 15
clinical evaluation is really not terribly 16
useful.  17

And the new generation of 18
neuroradiologists is trained to apply 19
deformation-based morphometry and other 20
quantitative tools to come up with precise 21
volumetric statements about the brain.  22

And how long has volumetric 23 Q.
analysis of MRIs been available? 24

I believe we published them on the 25 A.
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first studies on that in 1990.  But by 1993, 1
'94, it was -- it's ubiquitous.  2

And now I'd like to turn 3 Q.
specifically to the volumetric analysis that 4
was done on Jessie Hoffman.  What were the 5
results?  6

So the results are shown in this 7 A.
figure here.  And some of the symbols didn't 8
translate from the map to the PC, so my 9
apologies.  Q is left and R is right.  At 10
least for some reason it picked up the 11
correct letter for right.  12

And what you see here is the volume 13
of the main lobes, the frontal, temporal, 14
parietal and occipital.  And it is expressed 15
as Z scores for normal, which is the same 16
metric we use for the neuropsychological 17
measures.  And basically what it means is 18
zero means that the value is average, exactly 19
average.  Plus one means it's one standard 20
deviation above average.  A standard 21
deviation is roughly the average of the 22
differences between each observation and the 23
mean.  So it tells you how much dispersion 24
there is.  25
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And we know that about 78 -- 68 1

percent of people have values between one 2
standard deviation above and one standard 3
deviation below the mean.  And about 97 4
percent of people have values between two 5
standard deviations below and two standard 6
deviations above.  7

Now, the volume of frontal and 8
temporal regions in the case of Mr. Hoffman 9
are average or in fact even somewhat above 10
average.  So he was born with a big head and 11
should have had a big brain in it.  And of 12
course the occipital looks slightly below 13
average and that may be significant but the 14
most outstanding finding that clearly 15
indicates brain damage is the volume of the 16
parietal lobe that both on the left and on 17
the right is three standard deviations below 18
average.  19

In other words, out of a hundred 20
people, you will find less than one, which 21
is -- who has that value of parietal lobe 22
even if you disregard the value of the other 23
lobes.  So even someone who has overall a 24
smaller brain than normal would not likely 25
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have a parietal lobe that is three standard 1
deviations below average.  So it's especially 2
significant given that if you take the 3
average of the other lobes, Mr. Hoffman has 4
an average or slightly above average brain, 5
if you consider that, then there's really 6
nobody in our normative sample who has -- a 7
sample of healthy people who will have that 8
sort of a brain.  9

Okay.  And the most significant is 10 Q.
the parietal -- 11

Now, when we look at specific 12 A.
regions, it turns out that the right -- I'm 13
sorry, the left insula has a very low volume, 14
extremely low.  Again, three standard 15
deviations below normal.16

And what is the significance of the 17 Q.
insula? 18

The insula is a temporoparietal 19 A.
area that has been linked to processing of 20
fear and anxiety related materials.  21

Okay.  22 Q.
So he has very limited capacity to 23 A.

process information relevant to issues of 24
fight or flight, the so-called fight-flight 25
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mechanism that relates anger to fear.  1

And is this the same area that you 2 Q.
were talking about a little while ago as far 3
as the neurocognitive deficits, or I guess 4
same region of the brain? 5

Well, as you may recall, we noted 6 A.
that there is the deficit focuses on the 7
parietal area and also includes temporal 8
parietal regions and the frontal component.  9
It looks like the frontal lobe in Mr. 10
Hoffman's case is normal in volume.  So based 11
on the MRI, the impression that we had from 12
the neuropsychological measures is that the 13
frontal deficits probably are related to not 14
necessarily that your chief executive is bad, 15
but the information that the chief executive 16
operates with is corrupted.  And the 17
corruption occurs in the integration of the 18
information, the relevance of it to the 19
person, and especially problematic is if it 20
deals with issues related to fear.  21

Notably in the neuropsychological 22
measurement, he had specific deficits in 23
being able to read emotional expressions on 24
the face, and most pronounced was the deficit 25
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in the ability to read fearful expressions.  1
And that's also quite typical of people with 2
schizophrenia.  It's one of the graphs that 3
we skipped over shows that the difficulty in 4
detecting fear, specifically fear 5
characterizes not only the patient with 6
schizophrenia, but also their family members.  7
So family members of patients with 8
schizophrenia can recognize different 9
emotions.  But when it comes to fear, they 10
slow down to the point where they're as slow 11
as patients in trying to determine whether 12
there is fear in a facial expression.  13

The next graph shows actually the 14
results of the Davatzikos, et al, study from 15
2005 where we were able to classify over 90 16
percent of the patients correctly.  And the 17
figure shows the regions that are most 18
likely, that most often appear abnormal in 19
the patients, and one of those regions, as 20
you note, is the insula.  Another is the 21
orbital frontal that we also see impairment 22
at least based on the behavioral image.  23

Now, you had -- is there anything 24 Q.
else related to the volumetric results of the 25
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MRI? 1

No.  I think we pretty much summed 2 A.
it all up.  3

Now, you had also recommended a PET 4 Q.
scan.  5

Yes.  6 A.
And I know we don't yet have the 7 Q.

results.  8
That's right.  I have to apologize 9 A.

for that, but the person who does that had a 10
fairly serious illness that kept her away.  11
And by the time she came back, I mean, I 12
should probably get the results any day but 13
wasn't able to get them by today.  14

Given the MRI, the volumetric 15 Q.
analysis of the MRI showing -- would that be 16
an abnormal brain structure?  Is it correct to 17
say that? 18

Yes.  19 A.
Given that, based on your 20 Q.

experience with neuroimaging, is there 21
anything -- I mean, does that lend any insight 22
into what the PET would show?  Is there any 23
sort of a necessary conclusion?  24

Well, in some ways -- 25 A.
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BY MR. BRANCH:1

I object to the doctor 2
speculating what another test 3
would show if it is in fact 4
speculation.  5

EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:6
Is it speculation, or is it 7 Q.

science?  And I'm asking this -- the MRI shows 8
an abnormal structure.  You stated earlier the 9
PET is related to physiology.  If the 10
structure is abnormal, is there any scientific 11
certainty as to what the physiology would 12
show? 13

Yes.  14 A.
And what would that be? 15 Q.
The -- in the presence of a 16 A.

structural abnormality, then the added 17
information you can get from functional 18
imaging study will be additional regions that 19
may be involved.  So it's possible that 20
you're missing structurally one region, but 21
the abnormality will extend to other regions 22
because that region is no longer modulating 23
those other regions.  24

But in all the studies that have 25
169

done MRI and PET, if you have a structural 1
abnormality, then there must be a functional 2
abnormality.  It's impossible if the tissue 3
is missing that that tissue will be 4
metabolizing correctly.  5

Now, what you would usually do is 6
with PET, you will get the -- the volume 7
itself will be part of the calculations.  So 8
you look at -- the unit of measurement is how 9
many milliliters of glucose were metabolized 10
per 100 grams of tissue per minute.  That's 11
the unit.  So the PET will give you the rate 12
of metabolism per existing unit.  But the 13
fact that there is a structural abnormality 14
on the MRI in some ways makes the PET 15
superfluous for demonstrating damage.  We 16
know that an area that is not there is not 17
metabolizing.  So PET will reveal additional 18
damage but will not show any data that will 19
be relevant to negating the finding from the 20
MRI.  21

I mean, the same way, if you know 22
your computer is not working, you don't know 23
if it's the hardware or one of the programs 24
that causes unnecessary bugs and you start 25
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looking and you find that, yeah, you are 1
missing a hard drive, there's no point in 2
going any further before you fix the hard 3
drive.  I mean, obviously if you don't have a 4
properly working hard drive, none of the 5
programs will work unless they really don't 6
need a lot of the input and output from the 7
hard drive.  8

Okay.  In connection with what we 9 Q.
were just discussing, which was the volumetric 10
results of Jessie Hoffman's MRI, did you 11
receive a report related to that from -- I 12
believe it's a Christos -- 13

Davatzikos. 14 A.
-- Davatzikos? 15 Q.
Yes.  16 A.
And was that the basis for the 17 Q.

graph that you were discussing? 18
Yes, that's right.  19 A.

BY MS. KOLINCHAK:20
I'm going to mark as 21

Petitioner's Exhibit No. 5, the 22
report from Christos Davatzikos 23
which contains the chart that Dr. 24
Gur is referring to. 25
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BY THE WITNESS:1

I believe Christos refers to 2
Mr. Hoffman as ML04 something.  It 3
was processed in the same way as a 4
standard research protocol will be 5
processed.  And with research 6
protocols we always assign numbers 7
to the people so that their 8
identity is not revealed. 9

BY MR. BRANCH:10
Can I interrupt you for just a 11

minute?  Can we take about a 12
five-minute break.  13

BY MS. KOLINCHAK:14
Sure. 15

(At this time a recess was taken.) 16
EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:17

So that was all of the testing 18 Q.
that's been done -- 19

Yes.  20 A.
-- to date.  I want to go back to 21 Q.

your initial conclusions that -- or the 22
initial, I guess, referral questions that you 23
asked in the conclusion that you've now broad 24
based on the information that is available, 25
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all of the information that was taken into 1
consideration.  And the first was related to 2
whether or not Jessie Hoffman has a 3
neuropsychological deficit; and, if so, is it 4
the kind associated with psychosis or with 5
other forms of brain dysfunction? 6

So at the end of having all the 7 A.
information together, the answer is still 8
yes.  In fact, we now have the kind of 9
evidence I was asking for, which is 10
structural MRI and the standard 11
neuropsychological evaluation.  And these 12
have confirmed this initial conclusion, 13
although they've modified somewhat the 14
specific regions that seem to be implicated.  15
I was impressed with the deficits in frontal 16
lobe functioning and sort of thought that 17
these are the major deficit.  And if we now 18
look at the comprehensive neuropsychological 19
evaluation with the behavioral image, and we 20
look at the MRI results, it seems now that 21
the major mischief is in the parietal lobe 22
that has abnormally reduced volume, so tissue 23
is missing there and therefore the 24
information that the frontal lobe receives is 25
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corrupted.  And so you cannot be sure whether 1
the frontal lobe really is basically 2
relatively intact and is just operating based 3
on degraded or distorted information or 4
whether there is in addition some abnormality 5
in the frontal lobe that is primary in the 6
frontal.  7

And where does the DSM fit into all 8 Q.
of this? 9

So the DSM or the Diagnostic and 10 A.
Statistical Manual of the American 11
Psychiatric Association is an effort to group 12
behaviors into behaviors that occur and, 13
therefore, deserve the designation of a 14
disorder or a syndrome.  A syndrome is a 15
group of symptoms that form cohesive entity.  16

The question has always been when 17
you group behaviors is whether you're really 18
cutting the beast at the joints.  In other 19
words, do you really identify specific 20
disease entities, or are you looking at 21
behaviors that occur together but for 22
different reasons.  And we know in all 23
illnesses if we just group illnesses by 24
symptoms, we can be grossly misled.  That 25
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definition of an illness is a group of 1
symptoms that have a common pathophysiology 2
or a common source in abnormal tissue anatomy 3
or abnormal tissue physiology.  4

With DSM-IV, there are real 5
questions as to whether the symptoms that 6
were grouped together really designate 7
specific disease entities.  We know in 8
medicine that you can have the same symptoms 9
produced by different mechanisms, and 10
different symptoms produced by the same 11
mechanism.  I mean, simple example is if you 12
get the flu, this is the same virus going 13
around, one person will mostly be sneezing, 14
another person will mostly be coughing, a 15
third person will just mostly feel sick to 16
their stomach.  So it's exactly the same 17
disease but it gets manifested in different 18
people in different ways depending on their 19
own vulnerabilities.  20

Now, in DSM-V will take that next 21
step of linking disorders to their 22
pathophysiology of the disorder.  So the 23
DSM-IV has been a tremendously useful 24
exercise in classifying behavioral 25
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disturbances, but we already know that a lot 1
of those specific classifications are off and 2
hopefully DSM-V will get closer to cutting 3
the diseases at the joints.  4

And so, for example, we started 5 Q.
with the genetic history here, the family 6
history of schizophrenia and psychosis, which 7
presented a genetic vulnerability in Jessie 8
Hoffman, correct?  And then we talked about 9
the potential trauma in utero, particularly 10
during the second trimester.  Would that be an 11
additional vulnerability or a traumatic 12
stress? 13

No.  That would be the stress.  14 A.
Okay.  And then his life history 15 Q.

which had numerous instances of trauma and 16
abuse, et cetera.  And then going in, you saw 17
behaviors and patterns which looked like 18
patterns that were similar to schizophrenia 19
and/or psychosis? 20

Uh-huh (affirmative response.)21 A.
In addition, you had available the 22 Q.

testing that Dr. Salzer did pretrial and the 23
testing that Dr. Sautter did post trial, and 24
now the testing that's been done since then.  25
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Is there a consistency in the results of all 1
of this or in all of this information that 2
corroborates your conclusion, supports, is 3
inconsistent? 4

No.  I think overall, the data 5 A.
seems quite consistent across all these 6
results, because already Dr. Sautter noticed 7
some difficulties with the thought processes.  8
She did observe some signs.  Her testing was 9
not designed to look at brain damage and she 10
didn't look for signs of brain damage in her 11
testing, so it's not surprising that she 12
wouldn't dwell on that part.  13

But all the testings that were done 14
since that tried to look at signs of brain 15
damage were confirmed that it's present.  And 16
when you put it together with the life 17
history, the genetic vulnerability, the 18
stressors, it all adds up to an individual 19
who was born with high vulnerability, who was 20
exposed to stresses of the kind that would 21
bring rise to psychotic illness including 22
some very malignant home environment, and 23
that probably contributed to the nature of 24
the kinds of things he did.  25
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I mean, he could have -- had he 1

been brought up in an ideal environment, he 2
probably would have been able to live some 3
sort of homogenous life in a sheltered 4
workshop or some halfway house with family 5
support and so on.  But because of the 6
unfortunate life circumstances, his actions 7
cannot be considered as a good outcome.  8

Would testing that was available in 9 Q.
1996, 1998 -- the crime occurred in 1996 and 10
Mr. Hoffman was tried in 1998.  Would the 11
testing available at the time -- well, let me 12
ask you this:  Were the computerized tests 13
that you performed, the computerized 14
neurocognitive testing, was that available at 15
the time, and for lack of a better word, in 16
paper and pencil form between 1996 and 1998? 17

Most of the tests were available 18 A.
already and published in separate tests.  19
What we published in 2000 was the whole 20
battery together, but the individual tests 21
had been published.  Most of them had been 22
published earlier.  The traditional battery 23
and the behavioral imaging of them were 24
already available in 1990 and earlier than 25
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that.  1

Okay.  And a comprehensive 2 Q.
neuropsychological evaluation conducted in 3
accordance with the standards and protocols 4
that were in existence at the time, i.e., in 5
between 1996 and 1998, would they have 6
included the neuropsychological tests that 7
have been conducted? 8

Yes.  9 A.
And would those tests, if done in 10 Q.

accordance with the standards and protocols, 11
revealed the impairments, the brain 12
dysfunction identified by your testing? 13

Most likely. 14 A.
Was volumetric analysis of MRIs 15 Q.

available? 16
Yes.  17 A.
Is there anything that's been 18 Q.

disclosed by the testing that you've relied on 19
and/or conducted that would not have been 20
available in testing at that time? 21

No.  22 A.
Is there any sort of cumulative 23 Q.

impact that as a result of the brain 24
dysfunction combined with the brain that's not 25
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fully matured?  Does that -- 1

Yes.  Of course, each one of them 2 A.
alone can be a cause of problems.  But when 3
they occur, it's not just additive but 4
probably, you know, compounded, what we call 5
interactive.  Of course if you have a brain 6
that's not yet developed, and at that same 7
time that brain is abnormal, then you're more 8
than double trouble.  9

Would a traumatic event like an 10 Q.
armed robbery -- have you had an opportunity 11
to review police reports indicating an armed 12
robbery of Jessie Hoffman in the months 13
leading up to the crime? 14

Yes.  15 A.
What type of impact -- would that 16 Q.

be considered a traumatic event? 17
Oh, absolutely.  18 A.
What would be the significance of 19 Q.

that type of event happening on someone who's 20
brain is not fully matured and who has the 21
neurocognitive deficits that you've discussed? 22

In some ways those kinds of events 23 A.
will unmask abnormalities.  You can have an 24
abnormal brain, but it's never challenged too 25
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much so nobody will notice.  It's exactly in 1
situations like this when there is a 2
traumatic event where the weaknesses of the 3
brain will be exposed.  It's the same way, 4
you take a Ferrari and you put it next to 5
a -- not to pick on any specific car, but 6
next to a Volkswagen bug, you can't tell just 7
watching them standing there which one is the 8
$500,000 car and which one is the $20,000 9
until you start racing them.  10

So like any brain, if you just have 11
two people sit next to each other not doing 12
anything, you can't tell the genius from the 13
retard.  But when you start challenging them, 14
when you put it to the task, that's when both 15
strengths and weaknesses are exposed.  And 16
the traumatic event is exactly that kind of 17
an event.  It was stressful and would have 18
greater impact on him because his brain was 19
abnormal than it would have had his brain 20
been normal.  21

Is there any relationship between 22 Q.
that sort of event and the onset of, say, 23
psychosis? 24

That's an interesting question, and 25 A.
181

there is not much knowledge on it.  But it 1
has been noted that onset of psychosis 2
usually is accompanied -- usually is 3
triggered by some event.  Chances are that 4
the psychosis would have played its course 5
anyway, but stressful events do tend to 6
trigger exacerbation of symptoms and the 7
onset of psychosis.  8

So among undergraduates who get the 9
first episode of schizophrenia, more often 10
than not they report a traumatic event as 11
leading to it.  And many times they would say 12
all sorts of events like my roommate didn't 13
show up one night and I was worried and 14
that's when it started or I was rejected by a 15
girl or a boy and that's when it started, so 16
they tend to attribute the onset to a 17
specific event.  But after awhile, it's 18
obvious this person was headed towards 19
schizophrenia regardless of whether that 20
roommate would have come back on time or 21
rejected them or not rejected them.  22

You've had an opportunity to 23 Q.
review, I believe, testimony from Mr. 24
Hoffman's trial, specifically I'm referring to 25
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reports of his behavior after the crime, the, 1
I believe, supervisors at work when he went 2
back to work? 3

Right.  4 A.
His girlfriend who saw him after 5 Q.

the crime, as well as his confession? 6
Right.  7 A.
Is there -- I mean, I guess the 8 Q.

question is he doesn't look psychotic, no one 9
describes unusual behavior.  How do you 10
explain that? 11

That's not surprising.  I mean, 12 A.
contrary to what could be common perception, 13
people with schizophrenia don't walk around 14
being crazy all the time.  Usually it will 15
take awhile before you can even detect 16
there's something wrong, especially when they 17
have the predominance of negative symptoms.  18
So he was never particularly talkative, he 19
was never particularly interactive, and so I 20
think a lot of his deficit symptoms, his 21
negative symptoms, were misinterpreted as 22
being calm and nonchalant about things.  The 23
fact is he has never really made any close 24
personal connections, not then and not since 25
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then.  1

And so all these symptoms are 2
consistent with schizophrenia and you really 3
don't expect -- not all people with 4
schizophrenia run around with foam coming out 5
of their mouth all the time.  They can get 6
into a psychotic episode.  But in between 7
psychotic episodes, they can appear very, 8
very normal.  9

Over the last ten years since Mr. 10 Q.
Hoffman has been on death row, there's no 11
record that he's received any antipsychotic 12
medication, there's no further documentation 13
of psychosis or at least no indication of it 14
and no indication of any treatment for 15
psychosis.  How do you explain that? 16

In some ways, prisons are an ideal 17 A.
environment for people with psychosis, with 18
schizophrenia especially.  I have to be 19
careful how you talk, how I express that.  20
But institutions are an excellent environment 21
for them because it takes away the need to 22
make daily decisions, to make career plans, 23
to really confront the complexity of life.  24
And we have seen very often that even people 25
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becoming extremely disturbed, once they are 1
placed in an inpatient setting, they very 2
quickly adjust and ambulate extremely well.  3

So I think what is significant is 4
that he hasn't really -- he has pretty much 5
kept to himself which is quite characteristic 6
of people with schizophrenia.  He has not 7
formed any relationship with inmates or with 8
really anybody.  But the fact that he wasn't 9
overtly psychotic probably attests to the 10
positive impact of his institutionalization 11
on people with schizophrenia.  12

Based on your review of the 13 Q.
materials that were provided to you and Mr. 14
Hoffman's performance on tests conducted by 15
others as well as yourself, is it your opinion 16
to a reasonable degree of professional 17
certainty that Jessie Hoffman suffers from 18
neurocognitive deficits of the type associated 19
with psychosis or other brain dysfunction? 20

Yes.  21 A.
Based on Jessie Hoffman's age at 22 Q.

the time of the crime, which was 18 years and 23
just under three months, is it your opinion to 24
a reasonable degree of professional certainty 25
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that Jessie Hoffman's brain was not fully 1
matured? 2

Yes.  3 A.
And as a result of these 4 Q.

neurocognitive deficits and because his brain 5
was not fully matured, is it your opinion to a 6
reasonable degree of professional certainty 7
that Jessie Hoffman had impaired capacity to 8
make mature judgments? 9

Yes.  10 A.
Impaired capacity to control 11 Q.

impulses? 12
Yes.  13 A.
Impaired capacity to consider 14 Q.

consequences? 15
Yes.  16 A.
Impaired capacity to efficiently 17 Q.

perform abstract reasoning? 18
Yes.  19 A.
Would this be exacerbated 20 Q.

particularly under stress? 21
Yes.  22 A.
And due to all of these factors, is 23 Q.

it your opinion to a reasonable degree of 24
professional certainty that Jessie Hoffman had 25
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significant impairment at the time of the 1
crime? 2

Yes.  3 A.
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:4

That's all I have.  5
CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BRANCH:6

Doctor, I know we've been here for 7 Q.
a long time and you've given us a lot of 8
information, some of it about studies and some 9
of it about Jessie Hoffman.  10

Do you have a diagnosis that would 11
apply to Jessie Hoffman at this point in time? 12

I have a presumptive diagnosis. 13 A.
What does that mean, presumptive? 14 Q.
It means that this is the most 15 A.

likely diagnosis at this point with the 16
information I have. 17

But you can't be totally sure? 18 Q.
That's right.  19 A.
And the reason you can't be totally 20 Q.

sure is why? 21
Mostly because, to be totally sure, 22 A.

I would like to spend more time -- would have 23
liked to have spend more time with him, more 24
interviews and consulted with more 25
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professionals.  I mean, that's the way I 1
usually work.  2

All right, getting back to my 3 Q.
question, do you have a -- you said you had a 4
potential diagnosis? 5

Yes, presumptive.  Right.  6 A.
Presumptive, I'm sorry.  And what 7 Q.

is that? 8
I would say it's schizophrenia of 9 A.

the paranoid type. 10
And that diagnosis, or at least 11 Q.

that presumptive diagnosis, was made by using 12
your interview with him? 13

Yes.  14 A.
And the various tests that you've 15 Q.

had done on an MRI and so on and your 16
computerized test; is that correct? 17

Yes.  18 A.
How much input did his family 19 Q.

background have on your presumptive diagnosis? 20
It had some input.  Because you 21 A.

have to remember that when you make a 22
diagnosis, you have to consider the base 23
rates.  And the base rate for schizophrenia 24
in the general population is very low, is 25
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only 1 percent.  So if I didn't know about 1
the family background, I would have been 2
perhaps more tentative.  3

You're still somewhat tentative, 4 Q.
right? 5

Yes.  I mean, it can be part of the 6 A.
difference between an MD and a Ph.D.  An MD 7
is trained to, if they're not sure they can 8
make up your mind and go with it.  A Ph.D. is 9
trained even if you are sure, you have to 10
consider the possibility that you might be 11
wrong. 12

If you really didn't know anything 13 Q.
about his background and you did these tests 14
on him anyway, would your conclusion have been 15
the same, your presumptive diagnosis of 16
schizophrenia of the paranoid type? 17

Probably.  18 A.
Ms. Kolinchak asked you about the 19 Q.

DSM.  How does that fit?  I'm not sure that I 20
ever got an answer from that.  You went 21
through an explanation of DSM, but is there a 22
section in DSM that tells you what this is? 23

Okay, yes.  And I believe that he 24 A.
passes DSM criteria for schizophrenia.  25
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According to the DSM, you have to have a 1
positive symptom, one or more positive 2
symptoms and one or more negative symptoms.  3
And I believe he passes criteria for at least 4
two negative symptoms and at least one 5
positive symptom.  So by DSM for criteria, I 6
believe he is eligible for diagnosis of 7
schizophrenia.  8

And we're still in the DSM-IV.  The 9 Q.
DSM-V has not been published? 10

No, not yet.  It will be coming out 11 A.
in about three months.  12

Okay.  Now, you said that you 13 Q.
reviewed the medical information that was -- 14
and psychological information that was 15
available at the trial, which was Dr. Elaine 16
Salzer who testified at the trial.  17

Yes.  18 A.
Did you review her report, 19 Q.

psychological evaluation? 20
Yes. 21 A.
Did you also review her testimony 22 Q.

at trial? 23
Yes.  24 A.
And I believe that Dr. Pratt and 25 Q.
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Dr. Salcedo rendered reports but did not 1
testify.  But did you read their reports? 2

I don't remember.  3 A.
I'll show them to you.  4 Q.
Were these psychologists or 5 A.

psychiatrists?  6
Well, Dr. Salcedo is a psychologist 7 Q.

and Dr. Pratt is a psychiatrist.  This is Dr. 8
Salcedo's report.  Do you want to take a 9
second to look at it?  10

Yes.  11 A.
Did you have that available in your 12 Q.

materials that were sent to you? 13
Frankly, I don't remember. 14 A.
Did you generate a file on this 15 Q.

patient? 16
Yes.  17 A.
Did you bring it with you today? 18 Q.
Yes.  I didn't bring all the 19 A.

documents. 20
BY MS. TILLMAN:21

We have a copy of the documents 22
here.  23

BY MR. BRANCH:24
That you sent to him?  25
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BY MS. TILLMAN:1

Yes. 2
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:3

Yes.  4
EXAMINATION BY MR. BRANCH:5

Well, this is Dr. Pratt's report.  6 Q.
Would you take a look at that.  And I'd ask 7
you the same question, did you have that 8
available? 9

Yes.  Okay.  10 A.
You've had three mental health care 11 Q.

professionals who either testified at trial or 12
examined him prior to trial and rendered a 13
report.  And in any of those reports did you 14
see any indication that they found any 15
symptoms of schizophrenia? 16

No.  In fact, they go out of their 17 A.
way to state that they didn't observe any 18
psychosis.  19

Is that indicative of the fact that 20 Q.
he didn't have it at the time? 21

Not necessarily.  We go -- whenever 22 A.
we evaluate the patient, a new patient, we 23
encounter that phenomenon, that the patient 24
will look perfectly normal to one person and 25
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another person will find a lot of 1
abnormalities.  And it's not necessarily 2
always -- sometimes it's related to the 3
quality of the clinician, but not always.  4
Sometimes it's quite strange, quite 5
unpredictable.  And in fact the same patient 6
interviewed in the morning may not show any 7
sign of psychosis.  Same patient interviewed 8
in the afternoon may show all the full-blown 9
signs.  10

Could that be true with Jessie 11 Q.
Hoffman? 12

It could be, yes.  I mean, he 13 A.
can -- you can spend an hour with him without 14
noticing any psychosis.  15

Apparently -- and I don't have it 16 Q.
right here in front of me.  I've got it but I 17
don't want to go back through it.  But Dr. 18
Salzer spent a good deal of time with him, 19
much more than an hour? 20

Yes.  21 A.
And she administered these, let's 22 Q.

see, seven different tests to him.  23
Yeah, they're in there.  24 A.
In administering those tests, are 25 Q.
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they designed -- are any of them designed to 1
elicit symptoms of psychosis or schizophrenia? 2

Yes.  Some of them are. 3 A.
And aren't some of them done to 4 Q.

test the validity of the interviews and the 5
other tests? 6

I mean, some of the tests she uses, 7 A.
nobody uses them currently.  They don't have 8
much validity.  But some of the tests are 9
valid.  And in those tests she also found 10
evidence for psychosis that she tended to 11
brush aside.  But apparently the MMPI did 12
show psychotic elevations, and she did note 13
thought disturbances.  She didn't think that 14
altogether this warranted the diagnosis of 15
psychosis, but she did note signs and 16
symptoms.  17

And you, of course, this is some -- 18 Q.
when you looked at him, this is some seven 19
years after the crime; is that right? 20

Yes.  21 A.
If my math is right.  So you would 22 Q.

have had no way of knowing at that particular 23
time what his test results would be because 24
you didn't do them; is that right? 25
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That's right.  1 A.
You can only, I guess the word is 2 Q.

extrapolate back from your findings? 3
Yes.  4 A.
Is it your opinion that he was born 5 Q.

with these abnormalities that you've testified 6
to? 7

Most likely he was born with most 8 A.
of what we see.  9

Can schizophrenia develop at a 10 Q.
later stage? 11

It's an interesting question.  12 A.
Usually the schizophrenia, the age of onset 13
of schizophrenia is a bit earlier for men 14
than for women, but for men it's between age 15
of around 17 and 20.  But there are cases 16
where schizophrenia onset was quite a bit 17
later, but not much later.  18

Let's talk about this family 19 Q.
history that you've mentioned.  Do you have a 20
list of documents that you reviewed, that were 21
furnished to you by his lawyers with you 22
today? 23

Yes.  Yes.  24 A.
Can you -- I know there are 25 Q.
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probably a lot of them, but can you just go 1
over some of them with us in general? 2

Well, there were statements 3 A.
concerning different family members, 4
description of their behavior, and in some 5
cases information on diagnoses that they 6
received in different settings.  7

Can you think of anything specific, 8 Q.
any specific family member? 9

Well, his mother seems to have 10 A.
several symptoms that would make me think 11
that she has schizophrenia, and if not 12
schizophrenia, then at least a 13
schizoaffective disorder, which is a form of 14
schizophrenia; difficulties in self-control, 15
difficulties in adjustment in pursuit of a 16
career, pursuit of an occupation.  Some 17
bizarre behaviors included going after people 18
with a gun, doing some strange educational 19
practices, neglect of her children.  She 20
gives you a feel of being not a very well 21
adjusted individual, probably could qualify 22
for a diagnosis.  23

You have not examined his mother, 24 Q.
have you? 25
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No.  1 A.
And you get this information from 2 Q.

these statements that you say that they were 3
furnished to you? 4

Yes.  5 A.
Do you have any way of knowing 6 Q.

whether these statements are true or not? 7
I had no way of determining 8 A.

independently, no.  9
So you just relied on those 10 Q.

statements in making -- and you do in this 11
testimony today? 12

Yes.  13 A.
Anybody else in the family other 14 Q.

than the mother? 15
We have several family members who 16 A.

were hospitalized, received official 17
diagnosis of schizophrenia, committed 18
suicide.  We have statements about people, 19
some of them I remember who talked to 20
themselves.  So even though people weren't 21
sure that they had mental illness, they were 22
still struck by the fact that this person 23
keeps talking to themselves.  That's not 24
surprising.  A lot of cases of schizophrenia 25
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never get to the mental health professionals 1
because there is tolerance in the community 2
for that sort of behavior, and people could 3
say, well, they got a little bit off but they 4
don't harm anybody, so who cares.  5

But whatever opinion you may have 6 Q.
about these family members is strictly from 7
something that was furnished to you, that you 8
have not done any independent verification? 9

That's right.  I mean, the clinical 10 A.
context, I rarely have the opportunity to go 11
out and investigate myself so I rely on those 12
kinds of data.  13

Did you read the whole transcript 14 Q.
of the sentencing hearing which -- you said 15
you've read Dr. Salzer's testimony? 16

Yes, I believe I did.  17 A.
You read the whole testimony? 18 Q.
Yeah.  19 A.
Did you read the testimony of the 20 Q.

witnesses, the lay witnesses who testified for 21
Mr. Hoffman, such as Damon Mercandel?  22

Yes.  23 A.
Member of the football team? 24 Q.
Right.  25 A.
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And Leroy Walker? 1 Q.
Is that the coach?  2 A.
The coach, right.  There you go.  3 Q.
Right.  4 A.
Hoffman's grandmother, Rosa-Lee 5 Q.

Hoffman?  6
Right.  7 A.
And I won't read all the rest of 8 Q.

them.  Obviously you remember Coach Walker.  9
Did any of that testimony impress you that 10
this was a severely dysfunctional family? 11

I was impressed that in terms of 12 A.
the coach, that there were some issues that 13
he seemed to follow instructions but didn't 14
show much initiative.  And as I recall, and 15
it may not have been from there, even though 16
he was the quarterback of the varsity 17
football team, he would eat by himself in the 18
cafeteria, was fairly isolated.  19

But I have seen people who have 20
excelled in sports in high school, in fact 21
someone I'm thinking of we've seen recently 22
was valedictorian of his high school class 23
and was an undergraduate of Princeton when he 24
had -- he went down with psychosis and now 25
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he's almost like a street person.  He can't 1
do anything.  So my hunch is that during high 2
school, he was still sort of marginally 3
functioning and did not yet have the disorder 4
fully manifested.  5

Well, just because that particular 6 Q.
person had it doesn't mean that Jessie Hoffman 7
has it, right? 8

Of course not.  9 A.
If Dr. Salzer had done the tests 10 Q.

that you did, or even if they were available 11
then -- 12

They were.  13 A.
Would you think that those brain 14 Q.

damaged items that you testified to would have 15
showed up? 16

I think so.  Those kinds of 17 A.
deficits don't come out of the blue.  They 18
probably were there, although I really have 19
no way of knowing for sure.  20

You can't say with a degree of 21 Q.
reasonable psychological certainty that those 22
things would have appeared had she done those 23
tests? 24

I think it depends on how you will 25 A.
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define reasonable degree of certainty.  I 1
would say more likely than not that she would 2
have found those deficits.  But that's about 3
as strong as I would care to say that.  4

I notice in several of these 5 Q.
publications that you're talking about, they 6
start like in 1998 or 2000, some of them were 7
even later than that.  The --8

Davatzikos?9 A.
I'm sorry?10 Q.
You were trying to pronounce 11 A.

Davatzikos?  12
No, I wouldn't have tried that.  13 Q.

Were all of these tests that you did available 14
in 1998? 15

All the tests that were done in the 16 A.
standard neuropsychological battery were 17
available.  Of the tests that I did for the 18
screening, most of them were available but 19
not all of them.  20

You mentioned this incident where 21 Q.
he was the victim of an armed robbery.  I 22
believe Dr. Salzer was aware of that.  She put 23
it in her report.  If she was aware of that 24
and knew that, don't you think she would have 25
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found some stress factor because of that? 1

I would have expected her to 2 A.
consider this as a stressor, yes.  3

And did she from the way you 4 Q.
read -- 5

No, not that I can -- I don't think 6 A.
so.  7

Now, he's been on death row for 8 Q.
nearly eight years.  Are there any studies 9
that show psychological effects of a person 10
who has been on death row for that long? 11

I'm not aware of these.  I'm not 12 A.
aware of such studies.  13

Do you think the stress of being on 14 Q.
death row, coming to grips with this horrible 15
crime that he committed could be a stressful 16
episode that triggers some of these problems 17
that you've found? 18

I think this is a factor to 19 A.
consider.  Although when I spoke with him, I 20
was not impressed that he was really fully 21
aware of the gravity of his situation.  So 22
paradoxically it may be less of a stress for 23
him than it would have been for a normal 24
person in that situation.  And stress does 25
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have an impact on neuropsychological 1
performance, but it doesn't generate those 2
kinds of deficits that we see in this case.  3
They could exacerbate them a bit, but not 4
generate them.  5

Just the fact of being on death row 6 Q.
for a crime which he obviously committed you 7
say would not really have an effect on him? 8

I'm not saying it wouldn't have an 9 A.
effect.  It could have an effect.  I don't 10
think the effect is as great on him as it 11
would have been on somebody with a healthy 12
brain.  And I'm sure that stress alone would 13
not have produced a pattern of deficit, a 14
specific pattern of deficits that we see in 15
his testing.  In fact, stress would mostly 16
affect hippocampus which is memory, relates 17
to memory functions.  And while it does have 18
deficits there, other deficits are more 19
pronounced.  20

I'm not sure I understood that.  If 21 Q.
he has deficits, other deficits, which ones 22
are you talking about? 23

What I was saying is that from 24 A.
evidence we have from animal studies and 25
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humans with PTSD, the main brain structure 1
that is adversely affected by stress is a 2
structure called the hippocampus.  The 3
hippocampus is a structure that evaluates 4
every piece of information according to 5
whether it's new or was seen before.  So 6
that's a very important structure related to 7
memory.  Animal studies with chronic stress 8
show that the volume of the hippocampus 9
shrinks, literally shrinks, in animals who 10
were exposed to prolonged stress, and that 11
disrupts their memory performance.  12

So if I had to extrapolate from 13
those results, I would say that the stress 14
could have affected mostly his memory scores.  15
But we find his deficits in area way outside 16
of hippocampus function, and these are not 17
areas that are especially vulnerable or 18
sensitive to the effects of stress.  19

Now, you talked about the terms 20 Q.
brain damage.  And to me damage means that you 21
had some sort of trauma and it has damage like 22
you hit your finger with a hammer or 23
something.  Is that what you mean by brain 24
damage? 25
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Not if you limit it to acquired 1 A.

brain damage.  In general, when we talk about 2
brain damage, we refer to about both 3
abnormalities that are neurodevelopmental and 4
these are referred to as developmental 5
damage, and abnormalities that occur because 6
of what you say, like you were hit with a 7
hammer, so head injuries due to automobile 8
accidents and those kinds of things, these 9
are acquired brain damage.  So I wasn't 10
limiting -- when I say brain damage, I wasn't 11
limiting myself to acquired.  Maybe a better 12
term would be brain dysfunction. 13

I take it you didn't find any brain 14 Q.
damage as far as an external force or anything 15
like that? 16

Yeah.  There is -- I didn't find 17 A.
any abnormality that is associated with head 18
injuries specifically. 19

You also mention the term lesions.  20 Q.
And I always try to be careful at using 21
medical terms.  But a lesion to me means like 22
a tumor.  Is that a lesion? 23

No -- well, actually tumor is not 24 A.
really a lesion as much, if you remove the 25
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tumor, then you can lesion the brain because 1
you will take out some of the tissue of the 2
brain itself.  Stroke produces a lesion.  A 3
lesion, I mean the loss of tissue, and 4
specifically brain lesion is loss of tissue 5
in the brain.  6

And you found some of that? 7 Q.
Yes.  8 A.
You did a PET scan for which you 9 Q.

don't have the results right now; is that 10
right? 11

That's right.  12 A.
What do you plan to do if you get 13 Q.

the results?  Are you going to render another 14
report? 15

I was thinking maybe, yeah, prepare 16 A.
another report just limiting myself to the 17
PET results. 18

Can you see any reason in these 19 Q.
three reports that you have in front of you, 20
Dr. Pratt, Dr. Salcedo, and Dr. Salzer, that 21
they did not pick up your presumptive 22
diagnosis of schizophrenia? 23

There could be many reasons, and 24 A.
they're not surprising.  It would be, as I 25
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mentioned when we get a new patient, they 1
would be evaluated over the course of a week 2
by different professionals.  And this is done 3
because of that difficulty, that a lot of 4
these patients are guarded and they would not 5
reveal -- they have undergone a lifetime of 6
trying to hide their problems, and so they 7
are not prone to reveal them.  And we see 8
that all the time.  With one person 9
interviewing, spending sometimes as much as 10
half a day and saying, I'm sorry, I couldn't 11
see anything, and somebody else being able to 12
document the emphasis.  13

How many times did you see Jessie 14 Q.
Hoffman? 15

Once.  16 A.
And how many hours did you spend 17 Q.

with him? 18
About three to three and a half 19 A.

hours.  20
And was some of that time taken up 21 Q.

with giving these written tests that he filled 22
out? 23

Computerized tests.  24 A.
Computerized tests.  Approximately 25 Q.
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how much time did you actually spend with him 1
just one on one like you and I are talking 2
here? 3

I would say about an hour and a 4 A.
half. 5

Would you consider that a 6 Q.
reasonable time to make whatever diagnosis you 7
make? 8

Sometimes you don't even need that 9 A.
long.  That's what is the paradoxical -- it's 10
not paradoxical.  I mean, sometimes you can 11
make a diagnosis in five minutes if the 12
patient displays symptoms or tells you about 13
symptoms.  I mean, we can have someone see a 14
patient for three hours and the patient will 15
vociferously deny hallucinations, goes out 16
for a lunch break, he comes back, somebody 17
else sees him and after two minutes the 18
patient starts telling them about their 19
hallucinations.  So you need to spend -- if 20
you don't see anything, you may need to spend 21
more time.  But sometimes you can see quite a 22
bit in a very short time.  Does that make 23
sense?  24

Yeah, somewhat.  We're just all 25 Q.
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different, right? 1

Yeah.  And the patient is not like 2 A.
a static object.  The patient themselves can 3
make decisions and maybe they didn't like the 4
person they saw in the morning and they do 5
trust the person they see in the afternoon.  6
Or maybe just that they thought about their 7
denying of symptoms and during lunch they 8
decided, well, maybe if I really wanted help 9
I should tell them about my problems and not 10
try to hide.  So those sorts of things are 11
very difficult to second-guess.  But the 12
bottom line is that sometimes you can spend 13
hours and not see anything and sometimes you 14
can spend minutes and see a lot.  15

Schizophrenia is a fairly common 16 Q.
mental disorder, is it not? 17

It's not that common, fortunately.  18 A.
The worldwide rate is about 1 percent.  19

Well, if we have three hundred 20 Q.
people in the United States, that would mean 21
thirty million of those three hundred have 22
schizophrenia; is that right? 23

Three.  24 A.
What? 25 Q.
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Three million.  1 A.
Well, is my decimal in the wrong 2 Q.

place?  3
I hope so.  4 A.
Okay, three million.  Isn't it a 5 Q.

very common part of a health care 6
professional's education to study 7
schizophrenia? 8

Unfortunately not.  It should be 9 A.
more -- taught better and to more people.  10
But a lot of psychiatrists try to stay away 11
from dealing with faults from schizophrenia, 12
one reason is most of them are indigent and 13
don't have good insurance.  So if you want to 14
make money practicing psychiatry, you better 15
focus on anxiety disorders and eating 16
disorders and sleep disorders.  Those people 17
tend to have better insurance.  18

But there are health care 19 Q.
professionals who are more or less specialize 20
in forensic psychology and psychiatry.  Would 21
you think that those specialists would be 22
better trained in recognizing schizophrenia? 23

Again, unfortunately not.  In fact 24 A.
forensic psychiatrists and psychologists are 25
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woefully lacking in good training about 1
schizophrenia and their experience with these 2
patients.  They are getting better at this.  3
Because when the mental hospitals were 4
closed, a good chunk of the population from 5
mental hospitals found its way to prisons.  6
And so I mean, there are data showing that as 7
the population in mental hospitals goes down, 8
the population of mental patients in prisons 9
goes proportionately up.  10

One could make that assumption with 11 Q.
just a high school education, don't you think?  12
That if you take a person out of one 13
institution, he's going to go to another one.  14
That's kind of logical.  15

The hope behind the movement of 16 A.
closing mental hospitals was that these 17
people would be absorbed into the community.  18
And, unfortunately, it's another example of a 19
lot of good intentions paving the way to 20
hell.  21

Unintended consequences? 22 Q.
Exactly.  23 A.
Do you have any way of knowing the 24 Q.

qualifications of these three doctors that 25
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examined him at or before the trial? 1
No.  I know very little about their 2 A.

qualifications.  And I have no reason to 3
doubt their qualifications. 4

But you do doubt their conclusions? 5 Q.
Yes.  6 A.
Now, can you take these imaging 7 Q.

tests, and I think you've already answered 8
this, but can you take these imaging tests 9
that you've testified to today and take a 10
person off the street and do the imaging tests 11
on them and that test will show you whether 12
they have schizophrenia or depression or 13
anxiety or any of those kinds of things? 14

The combination of these tests, 15 A.
yes.  16

So you wouldn't have to interview 17 Q.
them, you wouldn't have to do anything? 18

Oh, no, I would want to interview 19 A.
them as well.  You mean just the tests 20
themselves?  21

Yes.  22 Q.
I don't think it would be an 23 A.

appropriate procedure. 24
You said it was not a diagnostic 25 Q.
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tool; is that right?  Did I hear you right? 1

I said these were not tools that 2 A.
produce a diagnosis.  They are tools to help 3
with the diagnosis.  4

Basically they're -- 5 Q.
I think the thermometer is a good 6 A.

example.  They give you a number that can 7
help you rule out some things and possibly 8
rule in others.  9

Well, the thermometer tells you 10 Q.
whether you have fever or not? 11

Right.  12 A.
The fever could be caused by any 13 Q.

number of things? 14
Exactly.  15 A.
These tests, as I understood your 16 Q.

testimony, will tell you whether you have a 17
brain dysfunction or not? 18

That's right, yes.  19 A.
And it will also tell you whether 20 Q.

it is a psychotic type thing.  21
Yes, to some extent.  22 A.
So if you have those tests and 23 Q.

those tests will tell you those two things, 24
then you know there's something wrong and you 25
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know what it is? 1

Well, I know -- I think that's an 2 A.
excellent example of what you gave.  Each 3
test gives me a different measure.  So I 4
don't need to personally talk to someone, if 5
they receive the test, I know they have 6
deficits in specific functions.  If I see the 7
MRI, I know there is tissue missing.  If I 8
want to come up with a diagnosis of what the 9
specific disorder is in an individual, I 10
would also want to combine all those tests 11
and also conduct an interview.  Because as 12
you mentioned like in a thermometer, it tells 13
you there is fever but it doesn't tell you 14
why there is fever.  That's true about each 15
one of those instruments that tell me there 16
is a deficit but it don't tell me why the 17
deficit is there.  That's why you have to put 18
everything in the context of the family 19
history and you also have to talk to the 20
patient.  21

Well, going back to the family 22 Q.
history, if you didn't have the family 23
history, I think you said that you'd still 24
have the same presumptive diagnosis; is that 25
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right, based on your tests and these imaging 1
tests? 2

I'd probably be more tentative 3 A.
about it even than I am because of the base 4
rate, because it's only 1 percent.  So I 5
would have searched more for other possible 6
explanations. 7

You said you'd be more tentative.  8 Q.
And you started to say than I am now, is that 9
what you were going to say? 10

Yes. 11 A.
So you're tentative now even with 12 Q.

all these things? 13
Yes, I would say my specific 14 A.

diagnosis that I offered of schizophrenia 15
paranoid type is one that I believe is more 16
likely -- most likely to be the right 17
diagnosis.  But I don't feel the same amount 18
of certainty about it as I do in other cases 19
that I've diagnosed.  I mean, I feel more 20
certain about it than in other cases that 21
I've also diagnosed.  I'm trying to give you 22
the feel for where I am in terms of my 23
confidence.  24

I understand.  And I appreciate 25 Q.
215

your candor.  Based on your diagnosis now, is 1
this something you would use to treat him? 2

I would treat him, yes.  I would 3 A.
recommend that he be treated.  4

BY MR. BRANCH:5
I think that's all I have.  6

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MS. KOLINCHAK:7
Okay.  Just very quickly.  You 8 Q.

reviewed the reports of Dr. Pratt and Dr. 9
Salcedo.  10

Yes.  11 A.
Was there any sort of referral 12 Q.

question or purpose of evaluations conducted 13
that was indicated in their reports? 14

I understood it was competency 15 A.
evaluations. 16

Is a competency evaluation the same 17 Q.
as a comprehensive neuropsychological 18
evaluation? 19

No.  20 A.
Was there any evidence that they 21 Q.

conducted neuropsychological testing? 22
No.  23 A.
Was there any evidence that they 24 Q.

enlisted any sources besides Mr. Hoffman 25
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himself for family history? 1

No.  2 A.
Was there any evidence they 3 Q.

reviewed any records? 4
No.  5 A.
Was there any evidence they 6 Q.

conducted or requested that MRIs be conducted 7
on him? 8

No.  9 A.
Was there any mention of his age 10 Q.

and its significance as it related to brain 11
development? 12

No.  13 A.
Was there any evidence that any of 14 Q.

that was factored into their conclusions? 15
No.  16 A.
Related to Dr. Salzer, and you have 17 Q.

her report -- 18
Yes.  19 A.
-- in front of you?  If you could 20 Q.

turn to Page 2.  Under Medical Psychiatric 21
History, the very last sentence, she says he 22
does acknowledge that at times he does have 23
trouble concentrating.  Did you see, in the 24
course of your testing, difficulty with 25
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concentration? 1

Yes.  2 A.
On Page 3, the -- I guess it would 3 Q.

be the first full paragraph, the big 4
paragraph, a little more than halfway down 5
where it says Jessie describes himself as a 6
quiet, shy child who was basically a loner.  7
He had difficulty making friends.  8

Uh-huh (affirmative response.)9 A.
Was that consistent with the 10 Q.

information that you found as a result of the 11
information that you were either provided or 12
developed? 13

Yes.  And that's very typical of 14 A.
the way people with schizophrenia are 15
described in their childhood.  16

On Page 4 under Employment History, 17 Q.
it lists the various jobs that you alluded to 18
when you were talking about, I believe it was 19
evolution? 20

Evolution, right.  21 A.
Is what's listed there consistent 22 Q.

with what you were talking about? 23
Yes.  24 A.
On Page 5 under Personality 25 Q.
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Assessment about midway down, it says, 1
"Additionally, there was a suggestion of 2
possible phobic concerns and excessive fears."  3
Again in the next paragraph, third sentence, 4
"Persecutory ideation is suggested and he may 5
feel misunderstood, unfairly blamed, and 6
unjustly punished."  Are those similar to the 7
sorts of behaviors that you noted in 8
evaluating him and of the testing? 9

Yes.  10 A.
On the top of Page 6, the first 11 Q.

paragraph, second sentence, "There may be 12
attempts to over control hostility and 13
difficulty recognizing anger and dealing with 14
it appropriately."  Was that the sort of 15
difficulty with emotional recognition? 16

Yes.  17 A.
Again at the bottom of that page, 18 Q.

next to last paragraph, "Jessie's responses 19
again suggest he is characterized by excessive 20
suspiciousness and mistrust of others."  Would 21
those sorts of observations be consistent with 22
indications of possible paranoia? 23

Yes.  24 A.
Again in that paragraph, "This 25 Q.
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individual is prone to keep a distance between 1
himself and others and may be unwilling to 2
enter into a relationship in the absence of 3
strong assurance of acceptance.  Being so on 4
guard, he may have difficulty expressing warm 5
emotions and may present as cold, unemotional, 6
and overly serious."  Is that consistent 7
with -- 8

Yes, very much.  9 A.
And then in the next sentence, 10 Q.

"While there is no evidence of significant 11
psychopathology within the MMPI, the MCMI 12
offers the suggestion that paranoid ideation 13
may reach the level of psychotic delusions." 14

Yes, I remember that.  So she did 15 A.
pick up what could be a psychotic proportion.  16

A proportion.  Now, this 17 Q.
information is consistent with ultimately when 18
a comprehensive neuropsychological evaluation 19
was done in the context of a complete family 20
history, this information is consistent -- 21

Yes.  22 A.
-- with the conclusions I just 23 Q.

drew.  24
Yes.  Yes.  25 A.
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Is the problem that the 1 Q.

comprehensive testing was not done? 2
Yes.  3 A.
That the family history was not 4 Q.

made available? 5
That's right.  6 A.
Now, you also had the opportunity 7 Q.

to review the report of Dr. Fred Sautter; is 8
that correct? 9

Right.  10 A.
Do you have that report? 11 Q.
No.  12 A.
If you could turn to Page 3 of Dr. 13 Q.

Sautter's report.  And Dr. Sautter is a 14
psychologist, correct? 15

Yes.  16 A.
Who evaluated Mr. Hoffman? 17 Q.
Yes.  18 A.
Did a report? 19 Q.
Right.  20 A.
Reviewed, as he lists at the front 21 Q.

of the report, a variety of materials, et 22
cetera? 23

Yes.  24 A.
In the course of your professional 25 Q.
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practice as a neuropsychologist, under 1
accepted standards of practice and protocol, 2
would it be appropriate for you to rely on the 3
report of another expert? 4

Yes.  5 A.
And you reviewed this report, 6 Q.

correct? 7
Yes.  8 A.
On Page 3, the very last paragraph 9 Q.

talking about Mr. Hoffman's paternal family, 10
at the bottom it says, "Three of these six 11
children became severely mentally ill."  It 12
talks about, on the next page, at the top of 13
the next page, two paternal siblings were 14
diagnosed with psychotic disorders.  One was 15
diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia; 16
another, a paternal aunt, acute psychotic 17
disorder, schizophreniform or 18
schizoaffective -- 19

Yes.  20 A.
Did you have this information 21 Q.

available to you to consider it? 22
Yes.  23 A.
And, again, down further on that 24 Q.

page, that his mother, Elvera Ferrand, is 25
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mentally ill.  1

Uh-huh (affirmative response.)2 A.
And it lists some of that -- some 3 Q.

of the basis for that?  4
Right.  5 A.
Now, when you -- when Mr. Branch 6 Q.

was asking you about the test results and 7
whether they were dispositive of a diagnosis 8
or the diagnosis of schizophrenia paranoid 9
type, are the results consistent with that 10
diagnosis? 11

Yes.  12 A.
Is that what -- is the battery of 13 Q.

tests that you do designed to rule in or rule 14
out different diagnoses or impairments or -- 15

The main purpose is to determine 16 A.
which parts of the brain don't work.  17

Okay.  And based on all of the 18 Q.
information, you concluded that it's more 19
likely than not, I believe is what you said, 20
that it was schizophrenia paranoid type? 21

Correct.  22 A.
Are you certain, however, that 23 Q.

Jessie Hoffman has neurocognitive deficits? 24
Yes. 25 A.
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That he has brain dysfunction? 1 Q.
Yes.  2 A.
And is that consistent with -- is 3 Q.

the areas of the brain in which those 4
impairments are evidenced consistent with what 5
is seen in individuals with psychosis? 6

Yes. 7 A.
With schizophrenia? 8 Q.
Correct. 9 A.
Paranoid type? 10 Q.
Yes. 11 A.
And is that the basis on which 12 Q.

you're saying it is more likely than not that 13
that's what it is? 14

Yes.  15 A.
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:16

That's all I have. 17
(At this time a discussion was held 18

off the record.) 19
BY MS. KOLINCHAK:20

Just for purposes of the 21
record, I'm attaching as 22
Petitioner's Exhibit No. 6 the 23
report of Elaine Salzer, and as 24
Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7 the 25
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report of Fred Sautter, and we 1
can -- we can attach 8 and 9, 2
Pratt and Salcedo if you want.  3

BY MR. BRANCH:4
Okay.  Go ahead.  He testified 5

from them so that's fine. 6
(AT THIS TIME, TESTIMONY WAS 7

CONCLUDED AND THE RECORD WAS CLOSED.)8
9
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE1

2
    I, Ed "Ozzie" Assmann, CRR, RMR, 3
Certified Court Reporter in and for the State 4
of Louisiana, Certificate No. 78021, which is 5
current and in good standing, as the officer 6
before whom this testimony was taken, do 7
hereby certify that aforementioned witness, 8
after having been duly sworn by me upon 9
authority of R. S. 37:2554, did testify as 10
hereinbefore set forth in the foregoing 11
pages; that this testimony was reported by me 12
in the stenotype reporting method, was 13
prepared and transcribed by me or under my 14
personal direction and supervision, and is a 15
true and correct transcript to the best of my 16
ability and understanding; that I am not 17
related to counsel or to the parties herein, 18
nor am I otherwise interested in the outcome 19
of this matter.20

21

22
    

23
              ______________________________

         Ed "Ozzie" Assmann, RMR, CCR24
              Certified Realtime Reporter
              Certificate No. 7802125
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WITNESS' CERTIFICATE1

2
    I, DR. RUBEN GUR, do hereby certify that 3
I have read or have had read to me the 4
foregoing transcript of my testimony given on 5
Tuesday, November 7, 2006, and find same to 6
be true and correct to the best of my ability 7
and understanding with the exceptions noted 8
on the amendment sheet;9

10
CHECK ONE BOX BELOW:11
( ) Without Correction.12
( ) With corrections, deletions, and/or13
    additions as reflected on the errata14
    sheet attached hereto.15

16

17

18

               ____________________________19
               DR. RUBEN GUR 

20
21
22
23
24
25
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